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...

Since December 3,1993 there have been at least 29 sabotage attacks in the
Transvaal and the Orange Free State. Offices belonging to the African
ational Congress (ANe) and the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM)
have been targeted. The attaCks have a1$:0 focused on railway lines and

electrici ty pylons. In early February the SAP announced that they had
•

arrested five right-wingers in connection with the blasts.

The Minister of Law and Order, Hernus Kriel, said the swoop had followed
"six-weeks" of intensive and around-the -clock investigations". The suspects
were detained in the Western Transvaal and firearms and explosives were
confiscated. The arrests have once again focused on the threat the right-wing
poses to the coming elections.
As the elections draw nearer, attacks of this nature are expected to increase

and political analysts believe that the right wing has the capability to
"completely disrupt" the elections and the country.
•

Many of the explosives used were home-made devices concocted from diesel
fuel and fertiliser. However, there has been some evidence that outdated
stocks of explosives emanating from the nearby mines have been used .
There have been a number of positive developments on the East Rand over
the last month. The Transitional Executive Council's (TEe) "peace package"
which included the removal of the Internal Stability Unit (ISU) and its
replacement with the South African defence Force (SADF) was by and large
welcomed. Since the announcement of the " Peace Plan" the townships of
Katlehong and Thokoza have been noticeably quieter. The package includes a

I
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number of socio·economic incentives and one of its primary tasks is to ensure
the safe return of people forcibly evicted from their homes.
Another positive development in the area has been the formation of the
Kathorus Forum which comprises of representatives across the
political/social/ economic spectrum in the townships Katlehong, Thokoza
and Vosloorus. The forum recently held a workshop on police community
relations. The highlight of the workshop was the decision to hold three
separate workshops in each of the townships to discuss the formation of a

•

police community forum.

1. State Institutions
1.1 South African Police (SAP)
A total of 260 policemen were killed in South Africa, between January 1993 to
January 1994. According to the police this is the highest number of deaths
recorded in a single year. The majority were off-duty policemen, killed either
on their way to work or on their way home.
South African Police spokesman, Captain Johan Loots, attributed the murder
of policemen to the ongoing violence and the negative perception of the
police within certain sectors of the community. According to Lieutenant Jan
Combrink, thugs are shooting and killing policemen, especially black
policemen to steal their guns. He said of the 260 policemen killed, many of
them were robbed of their firearms.

2
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1.2 Peacekeeping Force
A confidential SAP strategy document which was leaked to the Weekly A1ajJ
(14 \01 \94), revealed tha'the SAP intends stonewalling the National
Peacekeeping Force. The SAP has admitted in the same document that it does
not have the s taff or ability to effectively maintain law and order during the
April election. Despite this admission, the SAP, is determined to prevent the
National Peacekeeping Forcerr'bm playing a role in the run·up to and during

•

the elections .

The document dated October 1993 is signed by police commissioner Johan
van clef Merwe, and s tates that the SAP cannot take responsibility for the
s..1.fety of political leaders during political meetings, since the SAP would find
it difficult to police more than one political meeting in the same town .

Referring to the peacekeeping force, the document s",ys that "the N PKF
which will have a large number of Umkhonto we Sizwe members and other
para-miHtary forces, must not perform any duties in relation to the elections.
Election duties should only be performed by the SAP",
The document includes a pl",n to clampdown on intimidation a month before
•

the elections. It recommends that sources (informers) be used to obtain
information on disruptive ",ctions, that the unrest regulations, election
legislation and the law be used to curb intimidation, It also calls for strict law
enforcement, speedy arrests, detention, and the establishment of election
tribunals to deal with cases quickly.
The document also recommends:
• The lifting of the ban on the carrying of weapons at political gatherings

3
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• The police help train bodyguards from political parties to equip them to
protect their leaders.
• Police only monitor, maintain law and order and provide security at
political meetings at the re'luest of parties.
• The SAP at no time handl e ballot boxes, although they sho uld be
responsible for the secu rity of the boxes.

•

• The Sou th African army be extensively drawn into the policing of the
elections to increase the visibi lity of the sec urity forces and help with the
logistics.
• That policemen receive training in electi on policing before the elections.
After the elections, according to the document, the police will continue to
serve the new government. The period immediately after the elections is seen
as a time of heightened tensions whe re high visibility policing will be

•

utilised.

2. Right wing
Police have arrested several members of the AWB high command on the West
Rand in connection with the murder of three black people on the Randfontein
Ventersdorp road on December 13. Phil Klopper, Dean Martins and Jaco
Badenhorst are being held under section 29 of the Internal Securi ty Act. Bail
has been refused and the case was transferred to the Supreme Court to

4
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resume on February 7, Five other right-wingers including AWB general Japie
Oelofse were arrested in connection with recent explosions and acts of

sabotage on the West Rnnd . They too, are being helJ under sec tion 29 of the
Internal Security Act.
A sec ret document detailing plans by the AWB for a full scale civil \\Iar was

exposed during the last session of Parlinment. The bnttle pbns of the boer
task force makes reference to m~ss grave:; for "kaffirs". The plans call fo r
right-wing members to gather at specific places when signalled and to take

•

control of towns and kill all blncks in the liberated zones. Sped .. 1 camps wlil
be estab lished where the women, children and elders wiH be gua rded . No

blnck person will be allowed to enter these c<lmps.
The boer t<lsk force will be divided into scouting pJ;trols of four men e<lch <lnd
fighting patrols of 10. Their tJ; sk will be to secure towns. RO<lds to the towns
will be blocked off with tr<lctors and tr<lilers. Once this is done other patrols
will ente r to wipe out all blacks and bury them so that no internal nttack can

be launched.
The mobile units will live in camouflaged camps ilt secret locations. This is to
prevent them from being identified from the air, from ground attnck and
•

from terror attacks by spl inter groups. The plnn details the es tablishment of
field hospitals for the wounded, the stockpiling of explosives, weapons and
.. mmunition, food .. nd hardw·nre. It also COllis on members to draw sufficient
money when the signal comes because bank .. ccounts may be dosed during
the conflict.
Det .. i1s for a right-wing air force, lIsing micro light aircraft for reconnaissance
formed p"rt of the plan. Members were asked to buy two-wny radios since
headquaters will be set up with radio and telephone communication systems
with their own power.

5
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2.1 Afrikaner Volksfront
Attitudes have ha rdened in the ranks of the Afrikaner Volkfron t and othe r
right·wing organisations against the leadership of General Constand Viljoen.
General Viljoen has come under a lot of criticism for his failure to secure a
volkstaat. He is blamed for his failure

In

attempting to negotiate for such a

volkstaat rather than mobilising the righH.<ling to take the volkstaa t by force .

•

On Saturday January 29, at a massive right·wing rally in Pretoria, Viljoen
s uggested that Afrikaners had the option of particip.-.ting in the all race
election to show the world how much support the A VF had , he was booed
a nd shouted down . A group of AWB supporters began calling for their leader
Terre' Bhmche. The AWB leader, in an angry speech assured the crowd that
they would not join the ANC elections. They would figh t <lnct die first.
The theme that pervaded the entire meeting was one of anger, frustration and
d esperation. At the end of the meeting it was accep ted that n transitional
dssemblv be established for Afrikaners. Ferdi Hartzenberg was elected the
new lI1terim president of the Afrikaner Volksraad (Peoples Parliament). In his
inauguration speech he said Afrikaners should choose peaceful means of
gaining freedom if they could. But they would take their freedom if they
weren' t given it. Viljoen concluded by saying that politically the Afrikaners
were less powerful because they lacked numbers, but their salvation lay in
their defensive capnbilities,
" Nothing but nothing can stop the Afrikaner from obtaining his freedom" he
I

said.

6
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2.2 The threat posed by the Freedom Alliance
The Freedom Alliance is Il"Ibde up of the homebnd governments of
Bophutatswana and Ciskei, The Inkatha Freedom Party and the Afrikaner
Volksfront (which is the umbrella body of all the white right-wing formations
like the Afrikaner Weers tandsbeweging (AWB) nnd the Conserva tive Party

.-

Following the announcement by Freedom Alliance member, Brigadier Oupa
Gqozo to participate in the election, speculation of a split in the ranks of the
FA have increased. Even though the FA may spl it, the individua l components
wi thin the Allaince can still pose a threat to future stability . Both the IFP and
the right-wing have the ca pacity to mobilise their support a t a moments
notice.
The threat of a civil war made by the right-wing will probably take the form
of ac ts of sabo tage and the harnss ment of farm workers and black people
generally who live in areas that are right-wing

contro~led.

Random attacks

and murder of individual defenceless blncks would increase.
Viljoen has said that many secunty force members would undoubtedly
support and participate in the actions of the right-wing. This position is
•

debatable. However, with regard to the commando structures based in the
outlying areas the possibility of collusion is high. It is also known that senior
officers in the sADF met w ith President De Klerk ilnd warned him that a hien
percentage of permanent force SA OF members, mcluding senior officers
sympathise with the ri gh t-wing.

2.3 Conservative Party
The SAP and SADF have criticised the Conserv<!.nve Pnrty (CP) for issuing a
veiled threat to security force members to choose between serving the

7
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Tr~nsitional

Executive Council (the body mandated by the multi-party

negothltion forum, to work alongside the present government to ensure that
conditions nre created for a free nnd fair election) or the " Volk". The CP
wa rned that every member of the securi ty forces would be faced with a
choice of either serving the TEC or the "volk",
Police sou rces in the Northern Transvnal ha ve revealed to the S UndlJY Nation
that seni o r officers in the South African Police and the Defence Force a re
working with right-w ing ex tremi st in preparing for the destabilisation of the

•

country before the April Elections.
Police stationed at Pietersburg alleged that some of the ir coll eagues ignored
information that ri ght-wingers were planning to steal arms and amm uniti on
from a military base outside the town. An informant all eged ly volunteered
information about the plan to rob the army base to Jeff Scha tz of the National
Intelligence Service, Colonel At Prinsloo, the chief crime prevention officer

for the Pietersberg SAP, and Colonel Fred Peach of the SAP's crime stop unit
on the Witwatersrand.
Prinsloo arranged for police to be stationed outside the base on October 28
the day the thefts were to take place. Three days later, when the base was
unguarded, approximately fOllr tons of military ha rdwa re was stolen.
This in fact means that the thefts took place on the October 31, although the
police claimed in media sta tements that arms were stolen on the

ovember 2.

On the November 4, police released a statement saying that they had arrested
right-wing extremists in connection with the mid. One of those arrested was

8
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the informant. He was accused of colluding with the right-wing extremists in

their plans to rob the base. All those arrested were released on bail, pending
the Attorney-generals de~sion on whether to prosecute or not.

3 Apia
The Pan Africanist Congress ffits suspended its offensive against the
government. With this decision comes the commitment by the PAC
leadership to engage in seriolls political bargaining to achieve democracy .
•

According to the PAC the suspension of the armed struggle does not mean
abandoning the struggle for liberation, but it is based on the fact that the
government has shown willingness to be removed democratically.

The PAC acknow ledges that a long and hard road lies ahead which would
eventually seal what the PAC calls the mutual cessation of hostilities with the
government. PAC president Clarence Makwetu admits that the agreement
will not necessarily filter down immediately to Apia members on the ground.
This means that until every Apia member gets the order to stop killing the
"enemy", more attacks cannot be ruled out.

•

Another dimension to the suspension of the armed struggle is the reaction of

ApIa, the military wing of the PAC, who have in the past opposed the
organisations entry into the multi-party talks.
Three callers all claiming to be Apia leaders telephoned the press and insisted
that the armed struggle would continue. The first caller claimed to be Karl
21mbiri, Apia internal commander. According to him, regional commanders,
sectional commanders and ground forces of the PAC armed wing Apia had
met and dissociated themselves from the agreement made by the PAC
leadership. Zambiri, claimed that while he respected Makwetu, it was
premature for Makwetu to announce a moratorium on ApIa's armed struggle.

9
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Shortly after the moratorium was announced, a satellite police station in
Durban's central Pine street parkade, was attacked . Three people were killed
and one was injured in the ensuing shoot-out with police.
According to a police spokesperson, Colonel Bill Dennis, the attackers might
have been Apia operatives because the words APLA Long Live" had been
II

spray-painted on a wall of the parkade.
Major Bala Naidoo, said that a paint canister was found near the body of one

•

of the attackers. He added that the police had received a tip off about the
attack and thus reinforced the police station. The attackers apparently struck
by lobbying a hand-grenade into the building and opening fire. Police then
returned fire and killed three of the suspected attackers and wounded the
fourth. One of the three killed was a student at the ML Sultan Technikon,
Mohseen Jeenah. In reply to Jeenah being identified by the police as an Apia
operative, his brother raised the following concerns: The police have to date
provided no evidence that the alleged attack was carried out by Apia
operatives, apart from the graffiti on the wall. Nor has anyone claimed
responsibility. The PAC has denied that it has the kind of command structure
in the area with the capacity required to carry out such an attack.
Furthermore, the only real evidence the police may have of jeenah's possible
involvement in the attack is that an AK 47 rifle was found a meter away from
his body. There was also no indication thatjeenah was seen firing the rifle or
running with it, despite the fact that he was allegedly chased for 200m before
being shot and killed. jeenah's famil y maintain that he was not an Apia
operative, as the police claim, but that he might have received a tip off for a
story and went to cover it.

10
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3.1 Heidelber9 Tavem Attack

..

On December 3D, four people were killed and five others injured in an attack
on the Heidelberg tavern in Cape Town. Gurunen burst into the Heidelberg
Tavern in Observatory Cape Town and fired a rifle grenade with nails taped

.-

to it which failed to explode. The gang then opened fire with automatic R-5
and R-4 rifles.

Police set up roadblocks on the road to Transkei, but the getaway ca r was

•

found abandoned in Guguletu, outside Cape Town. This car had apparently
been hijacked from Khayelitsha the night before.
Contrary to reports that this attack was a racial one aimed at whites, several
of the victims were black.

In a follow-up to this attack, police detained PAC regional chairman Thea
Mabusela and PAC regional organiser Nkosinathi Michael Siyolo, for
questioning. Police also arrested two other suspects, Mcebisi Leonard Nasa
and Zola Prince Mabala, whom they believe to be Apia operatives. The
arrests took place at Elliot near the Transkei border . According to the
Minister Law and Order, Hernus Kriel, the two have been positively linked to
•

this attack. Kriel also disclosed that ballistic tests showed the weapons used
in the Heidelberg Tavern attack and the St James Church massacre were
identical. The South African Police and the Transkei police have agreed to cooperate in the investigation.
PAC national organiser Ma xwell

emadzivhanani, criticised the arrests of

the Western Cape leaders as well as attempts to link Transkei to Apia attacks
in South Africa . He added that these were all attempts by the South African
Government to target the PAC in areas where it is

s~rong .

The PAC also

expressed outrage after a 14 year old boy wa s shot dead in Guguletu and at

11
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least six people injured when police burst into a PAC meeting to arrest nine
people suspected in the Tavern attack . All were later released without charge.
The PAC's, first response to the Heidelberg Tavern attack was an emphatic

denial by deputy president Johnson Mlambo that Apia was involved.
However, a man calling himself Carl Joma claimed in a call to The Citizen,
that Apia was responsible for the attack. In addition to Joma's claim of Apia
involvement, the Azanian National Liberation Army (AzanJa), the armed
wing of the Azanian Peoples Organisation also claimed responsibility for the

•

attack.

4. National Peace Accord
The National Peace Campaign has called on all South Africans to ensure that
1994 becomes the year of peace.
The Peace Secretariat is hoping to swell its number of monitors to 60 000,
before the elections. According to Wits Vaal Peace Secretariat representative,
Peter Harris, even this number of monitors will not be enough to contain

political tensions. He added that the political temperature could go up
significantly by the beginning of February. The main emphasis of local peace
structures would be to provide forums that would facilitate discussion
between parties to various conflicts, rather than attempting to prevent
violence from breaking out.
Harris added that, there are a number of factors that necessitate the expansion
of the Peace Secretariat such as, political intolerance, the lack of a "legitimate

12
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security force in the eyes of the people" as well as taxi and transport conflicts.

.

All of these were potential flash points in the coming months .

In the PWV, peace workers will focus much of their attention on the East
Rand townships of Thokoza and Katlehong. Concern for peacekeeping in the
East Rand intensified towards the end of last year, after the management of
the Natalspruit Hospital evict.ed..the Peace Secretariat from their Joint

Operations Control Centre aOCC).
The Joce was set up by the Wits Vaal Peace Secretaria t to help contain the

•

violence in the East Rand. According to the hospital spokesperson, Nica
Petersen, the hospital was unable to maintain a neutral political stance in the
area, while the JOCC' operated from its premises. He added that the hospital
had decided to evict the JOCC after the United Nations Observer Mission
informed the hospital it was withdrawing from the JOCC. Inkatha Freedom
Party representative Gertrude Mzizi said that her organisation had

withdrawn from the IOCC, since they were of the opinion that the JOCC had
been "politically hijacked" by the ANC. The secretariat has made tentative
arrangements to set up a new base in nearby Palmridge . Even though the
area would be inaccessible to many residents of Thokoza and Katlehong, it

•

remains the best option for the group to maintain a presence in the East Rand .

5. The Goldstone Commission
The Goldstone investigative task force plans to double its numbers during the
tumultuous

pre~

and post-eiection periods. Ten hand picked squads of local

and international policemen will form part of the Goldstone team tasked with
investigating election intimidation and violence anywhere in South Africa.

13
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The units have been established in response to a request by the Independent
Electoral Commission (fEC). Each of the nine electoral regions will have their
own investigation unit.

5 .1 January 9 shooting af Abdul Shariff in Katlehong
Following the tragic shooting of photographer Abdul Shariff in Katlehong on
January 9, 1994, Judge Goldstone recommended that drastic, military-style
steps should be taken to seize all illegal weapons from people in certain areas

•

of South Africa.
He said" Similarly, adequate steps will have to be considered for ensuring
that any such sanitised areas remain weapon free". He said that if the
presence of illegal arms and ammunition in some areas of South Africa could
not be dealt with speedily and successfully, the prospect of a relatively free
and fair election in such areas would be remote. One such area was the East

Rand .
During the January 9 incident in Katiehong, ANC general-secretary Cyril
Ramaphosa and South African Communist Party leader Joe Slovo,
accompanied by 100 people were fired on by residents of the Mazibuko
Hostel when the group was about 350m from the building. Sharriff was

fatally wounded during the first burst of gunfire from the hostel.
Judge Goldstone said the South African Police (SAP) were at fault for not
monitoring the visit of its own accord, despite not having being asked to do
so, and the ANC was at fault for not notifying the police about the tour
despite the right of all South Africans to move freely at any public place in

14
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the country. The commission's investigation into snus was continuing and a

..

report would be made as soon as possible .

5 .2 Crossroads
Past government policies of restricting urbanisation and the autocratic style of

leadership in the squatter areaiO,lVere found to be among the causes of recent
violence in Crossroads near Cape Town.
The Goldstone Commission report released in December said the desire of
,.

this leadership to retain control, has made it extremely difficult to

communicate with the community. "The leadership plays a gatekeeper role

.

regarding information and ensures that participation in decision-making is

restricted to its own followers. Consequently the community is either not
informed or ill-informed on proposals that will effect them."
Development has been piecemeal, with supply far short of demand. This has
been used as a vehicle of patronage to entrench the position of the existing
leaders and the benefits that co uld accrue to the community through
participation have largely been ignored or have been unattainable.

•

The Commission found that development had become divisive and a focal
point for the violence in the area. It also found that a lack of acceptable
democratic structures and the climate of political intolerance make the
achievement of an all inclusive participatory approach to projects to upgrade
the living conditions, difficult to achieve. The Commission found that there
was a strong belief among the people of Crossroads that the police
participated in the violence and shot people and burnt down houses.
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"They were seen as enemies and were attacked with stones and firea rms. As a
resul t of this profound mistrust of the police, residen ts did not furnish the
police with vital information and were loathe to come forward as witnesses" .

5.3 KwoZulu Police
In December 1993, the Goldstone Commission disclosed that it had "credible

evidence" of a KwaZulu Police (KZP) hit squad being responsible for the

•

murder of nine people.
According to Judge Goldstone three arrests have already been made and
more are expected. Goldstone said that of the three who were arrested, two
had been suspended and the thi rd had been dismissed from the KZP.

ANC leaders were among those allegedly murdered by the hit squad during
1992 and 1993.
The facts had "come to light" after KZP commissioner Lieutenant-General
Roy During had requested the SAP to investigate allegations of murder,
attempted murder, armed robbery and theft of vehicles .
Lieutenant - General During confi rmed his instigation of the probe, but said
he was distressed at Judge Goldstone's decision to make the information
public, adding it could "prejudice" the investigation and possible prosecution
of those involved". He said it was "regrettable in the extreme" that the
allegations had been disclosed "at a time when I and the majority of my
members are making earnest endeavours to establ ish sound communi ty
relations" .

16
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Judge Goldstone said in his report: "The fact that hit squads are operating in
South Africa cannot be seri ously doubted". He said that in the past the

"

Commission had refused to make findings without adequate evidence.
"Howeve r, d uring the past few days credible evidence has come to the

knowledge of the Commission of a hit squad." Judge Goldstone stressed tha t

.
exonerates any o ther party who might also have been responsible through
the fact that evidence had been found implica ting the KZP "in no way

thei r members or supporters for public v iolence and intimidation".

•

The SAP investigation found that the three men held "had received training

from the SADF in the Capri vi in 1986" -the subject of a previous inquiry by
the commission.

6 . Attacks on Individuals
At least 42 leadership figures within the ANC and Inkatha Freedom Party
(IFP) were assassinated during 1993. The figure could be higher as thi s only
reflects reported cases. Of the 42/ twenty-nine were ANC leadership figures
and 13 were leaders within the IFP.

•

6 .1 Walter Sisulu
Jud ge M Stegmann, found two policemen liable for the death of ANC
bodyguard Ishmael Moloane in the Rand Supreme Court on Monday

February 71994 .
Moloane died of multiple injuries after his car had crashed and rolled during
a high-speed chase and shoot-ou t between the policemen and a three-car

convoy escorting ANC deputy president Walter Sisulu home on July 181993.

17
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Judge Stegmann found that the prima-facie evidence established beyond
reasonable doubt that Lance-sergeant Allan Kruger and Constable Stephanus
van Rensburg were liable for culpable homicide. The Judge found that the
two policemen had tried to mislead the court "with a conspi racy of false
evidence" .
Both were self-confessed liars, and Kruger in particular had been a
"dangerous witness" who had tol d more lies after pretending to come clean,
the judge said. Although he criticised the evidence of five of the six
bodyguards who had testified, the judge found that the policemen had
caused the tra gedy by chasing after Sisul u's ca r without identifying
themselves - even after warning sho ts had been fired by one of the
bod yguards.
The only clue th at the two were policemen was thei r number plates, which
would not have been an obvious sign. The shoot-out had taken place late at
night, the policemen had been driving an unmarked car without a flashing
blue light, and they had not been wearing their police caps.
Witwatersrand Attorney -general Klaus von Lieres said his office would
examine the court's findings and decide whether the two policemen should
be prosecuted . He said the final decision would be made in abou t six weeks
because the court record had to be transcribed before the facts of the case
could be examined.
ANC spokespe rson Ronnie Mamoepa said the ANC was considering civil
and criminal cha rges against the policemen.
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6.2 Patford Shuma

.

Patford Shuma a senior aide to ANC deputy general-secretary Jacob-Zuma
was gunned down a t a bus stop in Yeoville on Thursday December 23 1993 .
Shuma was shot in the head at a bus stop between H endon and Harley streets

.-

at 08h40.

An eyewitness informed the SAP that he had seen two men running away
from the scene of the shooting. Police have not ruled out robbery as a motive

•

but canno t explain why the money Shuma was carrying at the time, was not
taken. No cartridges were found on the scene indicating that the murder
weapon was a

revolv~r .

Shuma's mother was killed in Thembisa on the East Rand two weeks earlier.
The ANC had informed the police that she had been allegedly murdered by
Askaris -turned ANC cadres who worked for the Security Branch of the SAP.

The SAP denied that Askaris ca rried out the assassinations, and added that
the unit had been disbanded some time ago. They said they would
investigate the murder of Shuma's mother if it was in any way connected
with the murder of her son.

•

6 .3 Prince Petrus Zulu
Prince Petrus Zulu an outspoken member of the Zulu royal family was shot
at his home in Ulundi on Sunday January 231994. Zulu was at home

wa tching television with his famil y when his home was attacked . Five bullets
hit Zulu, his wife Bongekile was shot in the temple and his sister Nomusa
who was visiting the house was shot in the leg.
Zulu was also a councillor in Section A, Ulundi and shot to prominence when
he and other princes campaigned for the independence of King Zwelithini
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whom they felt was being held captive by the KwaZulll Legislative
Assembly . Ulundi was once flooded with pamphlets which claimed that Zulu
was a member of the ANC.
The police are still investigating and no arrests have been made.

6.4 Patrick Masigo

•

Patrick Masigo (40) a civic leader in Swanieville was stabbed to death in early
January. Masigo was killed shortly after a meeting was held in Swanieville to
discuss the placement of evicted squatters from Nooitgedacht in Luna Sands
near Swanieville. According to witnesses several people in a vehicle stooped
along side Masigo and started assaulting him with knives and pangas.
No arrests have been made and the police are still investigating.

6.5 Mac Maharaj
In early December, Mac Maharaj, of the ANC informed the police that he had

information that members of the Afrikaner Weerstandbeweging (AW8) were
planning to assassinate him. A spokesperson for the SAP, Major Eugene
Opperman said that it was strange that Maharaj had taken a week to report
the case to the police but nevertheless they would investigate.

It has been alleged that masked AWB supporters had thei r guns trained on
Maharaj when he visited a Mid rand School to open a local ANC branch.
Maharaj was pulled into a school building by A C supporters, who claimed
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to have seen one AWB s upporter armed with a rifle and telescopic sight and

.

another with a handg un .

Maharaj criticised the police saying that he had reported the matter but no
details were recorded. Major Opperman said in an incident of this nature the
Internal Stabili ty Unit would investiga te .

.-

6.6 Roelf Meyer, Hemus Kriel and lean Wessels
Goverrunent chief negotiator Roelf Meyer, Law and Order Minister Hernus

•

Kriel and Manpower Minis ter Leon Wessels received written death threats
during the second week of January. The letters were signed by the "Boere

Republiekeinse Leer" ( Boer Republican Army) and a small plastic bag
containing a putty-like substance with a match through it. The letters written
in Afrikaans, read: "Due to your continuing treason, your time is up", Police
are s till awaiting the results of forensic tests on the putty like substance,
believed to be plastic explosive.

6.7 Cas Human
A blast rocked the home of ANC regional executive member Cas H uman on

•

Wednesday January 19 causing at least R5 000 of damage. Human is the only
white ANC REC member in the Free State.
The explosion occurred at 22h45 while Human was ou t. According to the SAP
the explosive device was placed outside on the lounge window sill.
Windows, curtains and furniture were damaged in the blast.
The police are still investigating .
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6 .8 Simon Mlcmbo
Simon Mlamho " senior member of the IFP in Alexandra was gunned down

on Friday January 14 1994. Since his death there have been sporadic outbursts
of violence. Mlambo was killed by unknown gunmen. The police are still
investigating .

6 .9 Thcbo Molewc
Lawyer and mediator, Thabo Molewa was murdered on his way to
adjudicate elections at a civic meeting in Thokoza . Molewa did not arrive at

the meeting on December 11. Despite his disappearance on the 11 th, his body
was only identified at the Germiston mortuary on December 24. According to
the mortuary records, Molewa's body wa s fo und two hours after he had left

his home in Spruitview . His body w as fo und in Mngadi section Katlehong.

According to the SAP he had been shot in the head with an AK 47.Molewa's
car has not been recovered although his bank cards and other personal items
were found in a stretch of field not far from his home.

The police have announced a R50 000 award for any information that will
lead to the arrest and prosecution of the perpetrators.

6 .10 Dumisani Khuzwayo
There was an attempt on the life of IFP Ixopo regional organiser Dwnisani

Khuswayo on December 6. Khuzwayo is apparently the last remaining IFP
leader in the area . Khuzwayo was staying in flatlet at Ixopo's Plough Hotel
when shots were fired .
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His bodyguard returned fire and he and a woman were injured. Police
confirmed the incident bl.ll claimed the injured had been bystanders. The
police said a grey car with local NIX plates was used in the attack.
According to lFP spokesperson Ed Tillet, this attack was the second attempt
on Khuzwa yo's life in two months .

--

6.11 Majestic Boiki Thlapi

I

Majes tic Saiki Thlapi of Ikageng Potchefstroom disappeared in police
•

custody almost seven years ago. On December 29,1993 Lawyers for H uman

Rights (LHR) the Board and members of the SAP accompanied the Thalpi
family to an old disused mine shaft just outside Stilfontein. The disused shaft
had been pointed out earlier by a former policeman who had detained Thlapi
and several other activist in Jouberton Township on March 20 1986. The
former policeman George Mbathu is currently serving a sentence for
possession of gold concentrate. Earlier in the year he gave LHR a sworn
s tatement alleging that Warrant Officer Viljoen, Sergeant Makiti, and
constables TseJadimitl w3, Tshwaedi, Majaja, and Mano were involved in the
arrest of Thlaphi and other activists. He also alleged that Thlapi was dead

•

and that his body had been dumped down a mine shaft.
One of the activists, George Mangojane, who was detained with Thlapi on

March 20, said that he last saw Thlapi lying on the floor bleeding from the
mouth in the Stilfontein police station. He alleged in his statement that he saw

Constable April Tshwaedi jump on Thlapi's chest.
At the mine a camera was lowered into the shaft and the Thlapi family
watched the camera's progress on a monitor. A number of shadows appeared

on the screen but no conclusive proof that Thlapi's body had been dumped
there. Abbey Dlavane of LHR said that he thought that what had been seen
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on screen warranted further investigation. James Thlapi, the father of Baiki
Thlapi said that he was worried that the search would be undertaken by

members of the SAP as it was in their custody that his son had disappeared.
At the time of Thlapi's disappearance, the SAP claimed that they had released
him the day after his arrest.
The police continue to investigate ThJapi's disappearance but at least two of
the policemen mentioned by Mbathu have been charged with serious assault

against other detainees at the Welverdiend Police Station in Carletonville.
Warrant Officer Viljoen (now captain) has been charged with at least three

assaults which have included electric shock treatment. Constable Tshwaedi
has also been charged in the Carletonville Court for assault of detainees held

at the Welverdiend and Carletonville police stations.
In light of the seriousness of the above allegations the Board calls for the
immediate suspension of all the policemen involved in the arrest and
subsequent disappearance of Boiki Thlapi .

7. NATAL
The death toll in Natal continues to rise. The recent announcement by the
Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) that they will not be contesting elections will,
according to many political analysts exacerbate the conflict in Natal. There is
a real fear that free and fair elections in the Natal region will be virtually
impossible.
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Violence in Northern Natal has increased tenfold over the last two months
sparking fears of outrigilt civil war in the area come the April elections. The

.

Transitional Executive Council (TEe) has asked that the SAP act immediately
in violence wracked Northern Natal, including areas in KwaZulu. The SAP
has been directed to act in the Empangeru, Nqutu, Dumhe, and Newcastle
districts of Natal, following anlnternal Stability Division (ISO) report to the
TEe which said the security situation in the four areas was unsatisfactory.

According to the SAP an apparent lack of confidence in the Kwa-Zulu Police

•

(KZP) led to a request for the SAP to patrol the area .
Durban was the scene of at least two bomb blasts in late November. A
devastating blast ripped through a Durban Corporation passenger bus
opposite the Durban City hall killing one person and injuring six others. The
dead man fell out of the window of the bus. His hands had been blown off. It
is believed that the dead man may have been carrying the explosive device
when it went off. One of the injured passengers, Xolani Cuba was placed
under police guard shortly after the blast when parts of a detona tor were
allegedly found in his possession. Cuba has been cha rged with murder but is
yet to appear in court as he is still being treated for injuries sustained in the

•

blast .
A second bomb rocked the Port Edward Hotel, on the South Coast. The hotel
had been booked for a right-wing conference. Three men and a woman were

slightly hurt. The explosion blew the roof off the front section of the hotel and
destroyed the bar, lounge, dinning room and reception area.

7 .1 The Table Mounlain Massacre
Jeremiah Zulu was sentenced to death seven times on December 24 for the
brutal murder of seven school children in the Table Mountain area . He was
also sentenced to a 15 year jail term for the attempted murder of 15
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schoolchild ren. The children we re gunned down while on thei r way to school
in March last year (For background information on this case see the Board's

March 1993 report).
In the same case Zulu's nephew 19 year-old Sibusiso Zulu was jailed fo r 25
years for murder and a further 12 yea rs for attempted murder. The sentences
are to run concurrently.
Judge Combrink said the interests of society called for the senseless slaugh ter
of innocent people to stop. After the court was adjourned ANC and IFP
supporters looted a nearby stall of sjamboks and began whipping each other.
In the same incident a key witness was stoned outside the court after the
sentencing. Police said a crowd of between 30 and 50 people hurled stones at
witness Siphiwe Zondi, cutting him on the lip.

B. REEF VIOLENCE
A comprehensive Peace Plan has been drawn up by the TEe to bring peace

and stability to the East Rand townships of Thokoza, Katlehong and
Vosloorus. The long awaited plan has seen the mass deployment of the SADF
in the area. The SADF will not only be involved in street patrols and
maintaining the general security of the area but they will also assist with the
socio-economic upliftment of the area. The package also includes a large
socio-economic programme with the aim of creating much needed jobs and
improving basic infra-structure like water supply, sewerage, refuse removal,
electricity, streets, rail and transport facilities .
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One of the key aims of the plan is to secure "No-Go" areas and to allow the

thousands of displaced ~sidents of Katlehong and Thokoza to go home. The
deployment of the SADF has already led to a noticeable decline in the
number of violent incidents . The Board believes that the decline can also be

attributed to the removal of the ISU which over the Christmas period was
involved in a number of shoot-outs in the area .
The task force which has been appointed to ensure that the plan is workable,
includes local ANC leader Duma Nkosi, peace worker Thabo Ndabeni, civic

•

leader Ariel Mabelane, Alberton Industrial Association representative
Graham Mathewson and National Party representative Dr Dries Oosthuizen.
The task group will be led by former SA Air Force General Jan van

Loggerenberg.
The lFP is yet to announce the name of the person they intend placing on the
task force . The success of the plan does to some extent depend on the full
participation of all parties on the East Rand . The IFP has already protested to
one aspect of the plan namely the removal of the ISU and its replacement

with the SADF. At least 500 lFP members from Thokoza attempted to march
on Alberton to demand that the ISU be retained in the area . They were

•

turned back by members of the SADF before they could leave the township .

8.1 THOKOZA
The ISU were involved in a number of shooting incidents over the Christmas

period in Thokoza. In one incident a 20·year·old youth. Mabuti Dawn
Gaelatse was allegedly shot and killed by an ISU patrol on Christmas Day.
The Board was approached by the Gaelatse family on December 26 after
Dawn failed to return home . According residents in the area, Gaelatse was
last seen outside a butcher shop on the corner of Mahano and Moepshe
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stree ts. A resident handed 32 spent cartridges to one of our resea rchers. The
resident alleged that he had picked them up in the area where Gaelatse was
last seen alive. Similar cartridges were also found inside the butcher shop and
were handed to the SAP in Thokoza. There were also a number of bullet holes
in the shop windows.
Gaelatse's body was found at the Germiston mortuary on the afternoon of the
26th. He had onl y one visible wound to the right upper arm. His hands were
shielding his face in a protective motion.
The case has been handed over to the Police Reporting Officer of the
Witwatersrand, Advocate Jan Munnik for further investigation.
There were a number of attempts in January by the displaced people of
Phenduka section to return home. For further details on the forced evictions
see the Board's August, September, October & November reports. These
attempts followed a number of meetings with the security forces where
discussions centred around providing protection for returning families.
On Sunday January 2, 1994, at least 93 families entered Phenduka with
members of the SA OF to assess the damage to their homes. Despite the armed
escort, the group was fired on and two people were sligh tly injured . Several
of the families in thi s group could not even evaluate the damage to their
homes as they were still being illegally occupied.
Six months later there has been very little progress in returning people to
their homes. The SAP have been given details of over 250 cases where people
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were forced to flee their homes through intimidation and physical assault,

and yet not one arrest has been made.
A second attempt by residents to return home on Saturday January 15, was
thwarted when members of the SADF refused to escort residents, claiming

that that was the duty of the !SU. Residents refused to accept an ISU escort
explaining that when they fled in Jl~y and August last year the ISU did not
protect them from attack and intimidation but rather facilitated their forced
removal by escorting them out of the area.
•

It is hoped that the plight of the displaced will be addressed through the

newly formed TEe tas k force . The !BY and Peace Action are currently

completing a special ;eport on the plight of the displaced in the East Rand
which will be available at the end of February.

B.2 KATI£HONG
Violence in Katlehong made international headlines in January when a
freelance journalist was shot and killed while covering a tour to the East Rand
by ANC general secretary Cyril Ramaphosa and South African Communist

•

Party (SACP) chairperson Joe Siovo .
The tour was designed to familiarise party officials with the situation in the
area as part of a "peace initiative" planned by the ANC's PWV region .
Freelance photographer Abdul Shariff died after being shot in the chest and
two other journalists were also injured when the entourage was fired on from
the Mazibuko Hostel. As the entourage scrambled for cover the ANC
bodyguards and some armed self-defence unit (SDU) members re turned fi re.
In the ensuing exchange of fire, 10-year-old Mthunzi Tinga was hit in the

head by a sniper's bullet allegedly fired from the Mazibuko Hostel.
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Hostel residents, however, claim they opened fire on the entourage as they
believed that they were going to be attacked . This seems unlikely given the
nature and composition of the touring group. The police claim that the hostel
had come under attack earlier in the day and perhaps that is why it perceived
the approaching crowd as attackers.
According to Mazibuko Hostel induna, James Ndwandwe " Ramaphosa came
here with the intention of attacking the hostel but we sent him flying ."
Jeffrey Sibiya the IFP youth organiser for Katlehong also claimed that
Ramaphosa had brough t a party of attackers along, although, he explained,
the ANC leader was not personally in the group that stormed the hostel.
A day after the shooting hostel residents showed members of the media
several bullet holes within the hostel complex which they claim were a result
of the January 9 attack.
Shortly after the shooting Ramaphosa addressed several residents in the area
and criticised the police for their failure to provide protection for the
entourage. The police, however said that the ANC had not informed them of
the proposed tour and that their ground forces were already committed that
day to escorting the funeral of a SDU member in the area .
The SAP did, however, arrive fifteen minutes after the fatal shooting and
claimed that on arrival they were fired on. The police returned fire and it was
at this point that they allegedly sho t and killed Fanyana Banda . Three other
youths, Happy Xaba, Petrus Nyamande and Michael Mathe were arre'ited .
Xaba is currently under police guard at the Nataispruit Hospital. Nyamande
and Mathe have appeared in the Alberton Court and face charges of
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attempted murder and possession of an unlicensed firearm . Nyamande was

released on a Rl 000 baiT and has al leged that on three consecutive d.ays he
was taken to Nyoni Park headquarters of the Political and Violent Crime Unit
and tortured. According to Nyamande, a policeman who he can identify sa t
on his back. and placed an inner tube of a tyre ove r his mouth and nose and
pulled his head back as he s uftbcated him. Nyamande claims that he was also

placed in a ga rage with double doors and that every time a policeman
entered the garage, they were told that he had been found in possession of an

•

AK 47, he was then slapped and kicked. Nyamande said he signed several
confessions to stop the torture. This case has been referred to the

Witwatersrand Police Reporting Officer Advoca te Jan Munnik. The case once
again raises concern about the activities of Nyoni Park.
This incident was the subject of a Goldstone inquiry for further details see the
section enti tl ed Goldstone Commission.
8.2.1 Self-defence Units (SDU's)
A recent admission to a SBe rad io reporter by a Katlehong SOU member that
he "ki lls his opponents as he would chickens" has highlighted the urgent

•

need to bring SOUs under control. The sole reason for the formation of SOUs
on the East Rand in late 1989 early ]990 was one of "protection". However,
over a period of time some SOU members pa rticula rl y in Katlehong and
Thokoza have taken on the additional roles of "judge and "executi oner".
Over the last tvv'o mDnths there have been at least four incidents where SOUs
have taken the law into thei r own hands. Rightly or wrongly the general
public believe that the ANC has some form of control over SOUs and looks to
the organisation to reign in unruly elements within the units.
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A cloak of silence exists when it comes to exposing the illegal activities of
SDUs. Despite a general objection by residents to SDUs anarchy and violence
and the desire for them to be held accountable and brought back under
communi ty control, many are too afraid to say anything for fear of risking
their own lives.
A compounding factor is the low esteem in which the justice system is held in
the community. Added to this is the complete lack of faith in the existing
police force . These factors ha ve allowed people's courts to emerge as
alternati ve judicial systems. Although these courts were often estab li shed in
good faith and with sound intentions, they have generally ended up abusing
their self given powers and committing atrocities.
There is a definite need for education around the whole question of the justice
system and how it works. Perhaps if it was seen as more representa tive,
people would be less likely to take matters in to their own hands.
Recent incidents in Mololeki Ext 2 and Nea la section of Katlehong have

clearly highlighted the need for SDUs to be brought under strict control and
phased out once the National Peace Keeping Force (NPKF) is in place or at
least un til the security forces ca n adequately protect the communi ties they
serve.

Eight people were allegedly executed in Mololeld Ext 2 in early December by
members of an SOU in the area.

According to the ANC Youth League (ANCYL), one of their members died in
the area under mysterious circumstances and they approached one of the
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SOU commanders in the area for more information . This SDU commander
was unable to supply a " satisfactory" explanation and was allegedly killed .

The ANCYL .Iso c1.imed that they had been approached by residents and the
local civic organisation in Katlehong to ca ll to order SDU members in the

area following a reign of terror which included several assaults on people

who defied a 19HOOcurfew. Following the deaths of the ANCYL member and the SDU commander, about

40 youths some armed with AK47's went looking for the SOU with the

•

intention of disarming them . However, in an ironic twist at least 10 ANCYL

members were captured and of these ten, eight were allegedly executed.

According to the SAP, eight bodies were found in Moleleki Ext 2. Seven of the
bodies had their hands tied behind their backs with rope. An eighth body
was found apart from the others and was decapitated. His head was found
nearby chopped to pieces. Two of the dead were teenagers.
The ANC condemned the killings which many believe were a result of a
people's court and sharply criticised the lawlessness of such courts.

Although we welcome the public castigation of the SOUs by the ANC, we are

•

far from convinced that the ANC has applied itself properly or sufficiently to
resolving conflict between SOU factions or between SOUs and ANCYL.
In January · the body of an SOU commander of Neala section, KaUehong was
found shot and burnt at the Germiston mortuary . Monwabisi Mzukwa alias

Commander Boja was allegedly killed near the Thokoza Stadium. On the day
of his disappearance Boja went to Mavimbela section to retrieve an AK47
which he aUeged had been carelessly handled at a funeral in Ncala section.

The mishandling of the gun had resulted in the death of a person.
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It is not clear whether Boja ever reached Mavimbela section. When he failed

to return home, the family contacted other SDU members in Ncala section
and they organised search parties. Shortly after this two SOU members from
Mavimbela section arrived at the Boja home. The two, "Mancane" and Joseph
Thabane inquired about Boja's whereabouts. Several hours past before one of
the search parties returned and announced that Boja's body had been found
at the Germiston Mortuary. According to eyewitnesses Mancane and
Thabane immediately on hearing the news got up and started to run. They
were caught by people outside and taken to a house further down the road

where they were allegedly questioned then brutally executed. The car they
were driving was also torched.
In both the above incidents it is clear that there were witnesses who saw the
executions take place. There are others who may have inionnation about the
above events. But in both cases they are too afraid to come forward. Often the
incidents like the above are swept under the carpet by the political parties in
an effort to build "reconciliation" until the next time.
It is clear that South Africa's justice system and law enforcement agencies will

have to be completely overhauled if we are to have any chance in breaking
the conspiracy of silence and bringing perpetrators to book whether they be
members of SDUs or members of political parties. It is a great pity that LHRs
plea for a National Witness Protection Programme has been ignored by
political leadership across the spectrum. Political and civil leadership must
also bear a large degree of responsibility for the current state of affairs and
must make concerted efforts to re-establish political control over such military
structures.
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8.3 Vosloorus
Vosloorus was rocked by a brutal extra-judicial execution in late December.
Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK) member Samuel Magaula Mabuja and Thabiso

Mofokeng were gunned down.by members of the SAP in Chepape Street
Vosloorus on Monday December 27.
These two, a long with Sipho Mahlangu and a fourth person were part of an

MK investigating team which was looking into theft that had occurred at the
•

Mofokeng home earlier in the month. Thabiso Mofokeng's home had been
robbed and his mother had reported the matter to the Vosloorus Police

Station. After a week she returned to the police station and informed the
investigating officer that she had a lead on where her stolen property might
be. She was ignored and decided to approach M1< members in the area. MK
members and the local police have over a period of time developed an
excellent working relationship and have co-operated in the arrest of criminals
and perpetrators of violence. On December 27, the four using Mrs Mofokeng
's car, a blue Skyline went to the home of an alleged car thief Shimane Maake
. Maake allegedly has connections with the SAP car theft unit based in

•

Benoni. He apparently directed the four to a certain house. Before they
arrived at the house thei r vehicle was sandwiched between two cars in
Chepape Street. Both cars a white Monza and a Golf GTI belong to members
of the SAP. According to an eyewitness who watched the whole incident, the
people in the Monza and Gll immediately and without warning, opened fire .
The occupants of the blue Skyline tried to flee . The witness saw someone
lying on the ground next to the drivers side of the car. He later realised that
this was Mofokeng. He was facing upward and looked as if he was dead. The
witness saw a second person lying next to the passenger door on the drivers
side of the car. The witness clearly states that this was Mabuja and although
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injured, he was alive. The witness then claims that he heard Mabuja say
"George! Stop it" (George is a well know policeman in the township. He
used to be based in Volsoorus but now works for either the Benoni firearms
or vehicle theft unit). According to the witness Shimane Maake then kicked
Mabuja and said "Bulala Nja": (Kill the dog). As soon as Shimane said this a

policeman known as Ace approached Mabuja with what looked like an AK47
and shot him in the back of the head .
Sipho Mahlangu was also injured in the incident and is currently under
guard in the Boksburg Benoru Hospital. He was shot in the back during the
incident and has already undergone two operations to his spine. H e has been
charged with attempted murder, kidnapping and possession of unlicensed

fi rearms. He was granted bail of R 20 000. The fourth person managed to
escape.

According to the police, the four allegedly kidnapped Maake and placed him
in the boot of the car. The police were apparently alerted to this and when
they approached the car they saw that the occupants were armed with

AK47's. This version seems highly unlikely.
The Board has several photographs of the vehicle and if Shimane was in the
boot it is more than likely that he would have sustained some form of injury
as the car's boot and body were riddled with bullet holes. Furthermore, the
car has tinted windows making it virtually impossible to see into the car. The
eye witness also confirms tha t when the ca r was stopped in Chepape Street
no one got out of the boot.
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The Board is currently assisting the local MK and ANC branch with the case
and is assiting the investigating officer based at Vosloorus Police Station with

witnesses. A murder docket has been opened. In light of the above evidence
the Board calls for the immediate suspension of all the policemen involved in
the fatal shooting on December 27. The Board also demands that the
policemen be prosecuted for murder.
8.3.1 Attack on th e Ndl ovu fa mjl y
On Tuesday January 18, an eight-year old Vosloorus boy survived a brutal

•

attack by feigning death after his grandfather, uncle and younger sister were
shot dead.
Lwazi Ndlovu, a grade two pupil said he lay in the ca r and only came out
after the gunmen, who had mowed down three members of his family, had
moved off in the direction of the Vosloorus Hostel.
Lwazi, his grandfather Alexandra Ndlovu, his uncle Mpikeleni Ndlovu (18)
and younger sis ter Keneilwe (8) were on thei r way home from Natalspruit
when three armed men approached their ca r at a four·way stop. Lwazi said

•

one of the men opened the drivers door and without saying a word fired
three shots at his grandfather .
His grandfather and uncle died instantly. Keruelwe who was sitting in the
back sea t was shot in the chest and legs and died shortly afterwards.
According to Lwazi "The men then turned their gun on me. I shielded my
face with my arm I was hit on the arm and pretended to be dead . I saw the
three men run into the hostel. It was then that I realised that they were
running away because a police casspir was approaching" .
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This is the second tragedy to strike the Ndlovu family in less than two years.
In September 1992, Lwazi'z father Meshack (35) was killed when he was fired
at from a passing mini·bus taxi during a march by Vosloorus residents.
The police are still investigating.
8.3.2 Atta ck on a Voslooru s taxi
Hostels in Vosloorus have to a large extent not been implicated in the
violence which has engulfed other East Rand townships like Thokoza and
Katlehong. However, since the meeting between State President FW de Klerk
and King Zwelithini in Pretoria on Monday January 17, the Vosloorus hostels
have been involved in a number of violent incidents. On Wednesday January
19, a man and a woman were shot and burnt to death just outside the hostel.
Police said the cha rred remains of a woman aged about 25 were found near
the Nguni Hostel at about 10hOO. The half-burnt body of a man with bullet
wounds was found near the Sotho Hostel at about OSh30. Police claim tha t all
the women staying at the Nguni Hostel had fled after they were intimidated
into attending the Pretoria meeting between the King and the State President.
The hostels were again implicated in a violent incident on Friday January 21 ,
when a mini·bus taxi was fired upon leaving six people dead . The taxi was
ambushed at about 05h30 when eight armed men armed with AK47s sprayed
the vehicle with bullets.
The driver of the taxi, Oupa Simelane who survived the attack said the attack
on his taxi was sparked by his refusal to obey hostel warlords instructions to
taxi drivers that they should not ferry township residents.
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Simelane, said he was

~ansportjng

people to Boksburg along

and as he stopped at a stop sign near the

Me Botha Road

guru Hostel, he saw a taxi operator

rushing to a mini-bus parked next to the road. This mini-bus allegedly
flashed its lights and according to Simelane this was a signal to attack his

vehicle. He claims it was then that he saw eight men open fire on his vehicle.
Simelane says that according to a taxi driver who operated from the hostel,
taxis were supposed to start at Somholo rank near the hostel. Simelane
allegedly opposed this suggestion because township residents would be

•

forced to walk several kilometres to the rank which itself was not safe .
Simelane said the hostel warlords had wanted to cause violence in Vosloorus
for a long time .
Police raided the Nguni Hostel shortly after the attack and confiscated a
number of firearms and arrested at least 13 people. Police are still
investigating. However, sources within the SAP have confirmed that none of
the weapons seized at the Nguni Hostel were used in the attack on the taxi .

8.4 The Vaal

•

Three prison warders were killed and eight were injured in a hand grenade
explosion at the Vereeniging prison, in December, in what was believed to be
a planned break-out. Convicted prisoner Simon David Ngubeni who is
currently awaiting trial on several murder charges tossed a hand grenade into
a cell. He and other prisoners tried to escape after the explosion, but were
caught. According to sources in Evaton, 19 people have been arrested in
connection with this incident.
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8.4 .1 Sharpeville
The peace process that was initiated in November was deal t a severe blow in
December, when two residents were killed. For background information see
the Board's October&November report}. On December 16, three ANC Youth
League members who left Sharpe ville at the height of the crisis to join the
SADF, returned . Their arrival

w~.s

seen as a threa t by members of the Slovo

camp, who in turn armed themselves in anticipation of an a ttack.
The local ANC branch was requested by the Slovo group to convene a
meeting between them and the three SADF members. The purpose of the
meeting was to allow the three to answer allegation that they were involved
in several murders in Sharpeville and to explain why they had joined the
SADF. At this meeti ng the three denied all allegation of murder and of
arming people in sharpeville. Due to the lack of time, a follow·up meeting
was called to continue the discussions. However the three SADF members
did not attend the second meeting.
A commission of inquiry comprising of all the local structures was formed.
The task of the commission was to hear all accusations levelled at the three
and thereafter to request from the SADF a formal meeting with the three. This
commission although given the task, could not get co-operation from
residents, particularly from those affected. As a result the commission could
not carry out its mandate and eventually failed .
On January 15, Karadi Seoe was killed. He was said to be a member of the
group calling themselves "The Germans". Before the peace process in
November, Karadi shot and injured a member of the Slovo group. H owever,
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during the peace process this injured person was hospitalised and thus not

part of the process. When he \IIns released from hospital in Decemb'er he
killed Karadi.
On January 16, Pasekn Dineke, was killed. He lIsed to be the publicity
secretary of the A CYL in SharpeviJle. However when

eo, Mosiwa and

Mthudi left to join the SADF, he left Shorpeville to live in Sebokeng.
According to hi s family he left because he fen red for his life since he was a

close friend of the three .

•

Accord ing to the youth from Siavo who were accused of this murder, Paseka
was often seen in the company of members of the security branch. To them
this immediately made Paseka the enemy.

On January 30 a peace rally was held in Sharpeville. Local, regional and
National leaders of the ANC attended. This rally was a culmination of
meetings that were convened by the A C regional office.
At the rally a group of women staged a protest, claiming that issues like the
ongoing rape and harassment of women by member of the "Germans" was
not addressed .

•

At the time of writing this report a fragile peace exists. For it to be longlasting it has to be monitored and groups have to be held acco untable. In this
regard the ANC has a critical role to play.
Unfortunately though, the local ANC branch is not only riddled with internal
s trife. it la cks strong leadership which is reqttired to hold people accountable.
This poses a seriolls problem especially in light of the fact that normal
criminal acts are dealt with internally.

0

charges are laid against the

perpetrators of these acts. The only restraint on such acts seems to lie in peace
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processes, which in them selves cannot hold indi viduals accountable for their
acts.

8.5 Alexandra
There have been a number of violent inciden ts in Alexandra since the
murder of IFP leader Simon Mlambo.
At least three people were killed and several shacks burnt shortly after
Mlambo's death. The women's hostel in the area was attacked by armed men
allegedly looking for the IF? Women's Brigade leader Crace Ndebele. The
men said they wanted to kill her. The men warned the women to leave
Alexandra as they did not want people supporting the IFP in the area.
Transvaal IFP leader H umphrey Tdlovo said the police had taken the women
to the Madala hostel to protect them from further attaCks.
The IFP alleges that several of their members have been attacked in an area in
Alexandra known as Pan Africa. Hostel dwellers claim that a Zulu-speaking
man Hamilton Ngema was kidnapped on January 19 and this was metres
from the scene where Elsie Mathuja (32) was attacked on Tuesday January 18.
Mathuja claimed that a gang of school boys had beaten her and seven other
commuters at the taxi rank.
In a similar incident a women informed the Board that she was on her way to
the Alexandra clinic when a group of men and women stopped her and
accused her of going to see her boyfriend in the hostel. The woman tried to
explain that she was only in Alexandra to attend the clinic. She was grnbbed

by both arms and pulled into a yard. Her watch and purse were stolen and
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she wns badly beaten with a sjambok, sticks and fists. The group were
disturbed and she was able to rlln away. Passers-by gave the woman taxi filre
and she managed to leave the township.
Incidents of thi s nature are becoming more frequent in Alexandra and it
seems as though the carefull y n1.utured peace pact between the IFP and the
ANC in the area is und er threat urness some thing is done about the level of
political intolera nce in the area.

•

8.6 Bekkersdal
As the first month of 1994, drew to a close, the death toll in Bekkersdal
increased when three people were killed and four others injured in on-going
violence between opposing political groups in the area. One man

W<15

burnt

to death after his shack was set alight and a woman was stabbed and hacked
to death. Bekkersdal residents say that they are caught in the crossfi re of a
"bloody war" between IFP members on the one hand and Azanian Peoples
Organisation and African National Congress members on the o ther.
The opposing sid es are blaming each other for the re newed ou tbrea k of

•

violence, in which many houses and shacks have been burnt down .
Local Azapo leader Andy Rammutle's house was destroyed in an attack by a
group of unknown people. The local lnkatha leader Tiny Loliwe has denied
that members of the IFP were responsible and pointed out tha t IFP members
homes were also set alight.
The situation in Bekkersdal throughout December and January remained
tense. A peace meeting held in December resulted in an agreement between
the parties to put an end to so-called "no -go" areas. Unfortunately this
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agreement to date ha s not been upheld and no·go areas are still very much in
existence in Bekkersdal,

8.7 Soweto
The police spokesman Mnjor He."lfiette Bester sa id two policemen who were
stntioned in Soweto have been suspended from their duties after being
Jrrested for allegedly trying to sell nyo handgrenades to undercover
detectives, The two were arrested in Florida on the west Rand after a tip-off
from a member of the commuruty, When the two were arrested, two M26
handgrenades were found in their possessIOn. The Major said the two would
appear in the Roodepoort Magistmtes Court for being in possession of illegal
e xplOSives and the police were still busy With their investigations.
The African National Congress has accusea the police of murdering their
n<1tlonal chOir master Mandla Nobathana

In

Dube, Soweto. According to a

witness Nobathan" and another man were shot by members of the flying
squad. Police, however, said only one man was shot during a car theft
Investigation. Depite tlUs the A

Ie mall'l.tain

that after the shooting, members

of the flying squad went into the ffIends home and informed the family that
the two were hot for being involved in the car theft.

8.8 Tax;s
n Alexandra man Mr Sealo Hlela (32) of block 5 Alexander hostel who
confessed to the police that he was a hired Denneblom taxi-rank assassin was
found guilty in the Pretoria supreme COllet on five counts of murder, seven
counts of attempted murder, nnd possessLOn of an Ak·. 17 rifle.
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Mr H le la was sentenced to death five times and further 24 years

imprisonment. The sentence passed is the sequel to the Denneblom "taxi-rank
attack in Mamelodi West, where five people were gunned dO\vn and seven
seriously wounded on October 2 when four armed men with Ak-47 rifles and
9mm pistols fired at taxi

com~llters

at Denneblom taxi-nlnk. Two of the

attackers managed to escape in two cars, a white Cressida and a Honda
ballade.

Hl ela confessed that he and the other three othe rs were hired by a member of

•

the Letlhabile Taxi Association (LTA) to kill commuters. The other men
including Mr Peter Ngomane (27), of Mamelodi West, were acquitted in the
Pretoria North magistrate court last year because of lack of evidence. Pnssing
sentence on Hiela, Judge H . Daniels said the murders of five innocent people
were brutal and senseless
In anothe r ma tter relati ng to taxis, a mnn wanted by the police in connec tion
with several "drive-by" shooting incidents in the PWV nrea in the Northern
Transvaal, Mr Masenya Samuel Serite staged a dramatic escape from a police
dragnet which netted two of his alleged accomplices in Pietersburg on
Christmas Ony. Police recovered two Ak-47 rifles and magazines. The alleged

•

hit man, whom the police say is working for corrupt taxi bosses who are
behind shooting incidents at taxi ranks and on the roads, escaped during a
shoot out near Seshego. Serite is wnnted in connection with shooting
incidents in Johannesburg, Thembisa, Pretoria, Alexandra, Tzaneen,
Pietersburg and Thokoza.
In a racial taxi attack in Odendaalsrus in the Free State, one person was killed
and the other injured when two white men tailed a packed mini-bus taxi for
several kilometres and opened fire on passengers. These two white men in a
grey Volkswagen Jetta had followed the bus from the taxi rank in
Odendaalsrus nt about 5.30pm. The t.:n..i carrying 13 bbck passengers was
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heading for Allenridge when these men in the Jetta suddenly overtook the
mini-bus and opened fire .
The police are still investigating the incident.

9. Eastern Cape
9. 1 Ciskei
Ciskei's homeland ru ler Brigadier Oupa Gqozo announced early in January
that Ciskei will join the Transitional Executive Council and will participate in
the forthcoming elections. This decision flies in the face of the position

.

adopted by Gqozo's allies in the Freedom Alliance, who have refused to take
part in the TEe. Ciskei has also sent 250 soldiers to the Nationa l Peacekeeping
Force. It would seem as if Ciskei's surprise announcement was largely due to
pressure from soldiers who were worried abou t their jobs.
However, a government spokesman has confi rmed that Ciskei's decision to
join the TEC and participate in elections did not signal a split within the
Freedom Alliance.
The Bisho Supreme Court thi s month overturned a special decree passed in
1993 to indemnify soldiers and police involved in the Bisho massacre on the
grounds that it conflicted with fundamental rights and was unconstitutional.
This means that Ciskei soldiers and ANC leader Ronnie Kasrils once again
face the possibility of being cha rged for the Bisho massacre. H owever Ciskei
Attorney-General Willem Jurgens said that he had decided to postpone any
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decision on

\'J

hether to prosecute Kasrils and 69 Ciskei soldiers until Ciskei

was fe-incorporated into South Africa after the April election.

The fjisho supreme court acquitted Brigadier Oupa Gqozo on charges of
murdering Charles Sebe.
The defence closed its case without calling any witnesses.
This judgement has drawn severe criticism from both the ANC and a lawyers
association. Both described the trial as being flawed with weak prosecution.

•

The ANC raised questions about the independence of the Ciskei judiciary and
added that the trial had been a "smokes screen".

1

o. Bophuthatswana

Three African National Congress members and ;:tn employee of Lawyers for
Human Rights, were arrested by the Bophuthatswana police in a pre-dawn
raid in early January. The four, ANC's Mafikeng chairman Temba Gwabeni,
secreta ry Ephraim Motoko, Youth League publicity secretary Diale Kgantsi
and LHR's Joyce Tshweu were detained under sec ti on 29 of
Bophuthatswana's Internal Security Act.
•

These arrests have fuelled concerns about the extent of free political activity
in the region.

The ANC and the PAC have slammed alleged threats by the Bophuthatswana
government to deport citizens applying for South African identity
documents.
According to the department of Home Affairs, TBVC citizens will be able to
use their homeland identity documents to vote in the April elections.
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TBVC citizens who do not have ID documents would have to apply for South
African documents in South Africa because the homelands were still
independent.
On January lst, the Bophuthatswana police used teargas and rubber bulle ts
to disperse a crowd of about 2 000 people who ga thered at Themba Beach to
celebrate the re-issuing of SA JD's. This threat of deportation has been
referred to the Transitional Executive Council.
The assaults on detainees by the Bophuthatswana police remains a cause for
concern. A young man lost a testicle and a mentally deranged man died after
they were assaulted by the Bophuthatswana police.
Godfrey Sojane, who lost his testicle after an assault cannot sue his alleged
assai lants because of the Indemnity Act which indemnifies the homeland's
police from any legal action.
According to Sojane, the Bop police disrupted an ANC meeting in November
last year. They then started beating up those who attended the gathering.
Sojane alleged that he was arrested and kicked in his private parts until he
became unconscious. He was then taken to the GaRangkuwa hospital where
his right testicle was removed.
In another incident Krigane Moeng who is mentally deranged was allegedly
beaten to death afte r he walked in front of an oncoming police vehicle.
According to Moeng's nephew, who wishes to remained anonymous for fear
of reprisals, when the policemen alighted from the vehicle Moeng could not
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give them a satisfactory answer as to why he had walked in front of the
vehicle, so they beat him to death.

Bop police spokesperson Colonel Dave George confirmed that a murder
docket has been opened following Moengs death. However, no "rrests have
been made because no eyewitnesses cou ld be located and the suspects have

not been identified. Colonel George co uld not however confirm Sojane's
allegations but said that he would investigate the matter.
During January Lawyers for Human Rights (LHR) presented a memorandum
on the pre-elections crisis in Bophuthatswana to the TEe and the Independent
Electoral Commision (lEe). The memorandum included a number of
examples of persons dismissed or deported from the homeland for their

political beliefs. This included Dr Thabo Rangaka, the only qualified
psychiatrist at Bophelong Hospi tal (In fact at the time of his dismissal, he
was the only Tswana speaking psychiatrist in the country). The hospital to
date has not replaced him. The memorandum also listed harassment of
political opponents which included assault and detention without trial. In
August 1993, ANC executive members were detained for planning a march to
the South African embassy. They were released after several days and no
charges were brought against them. In September 1993, Letsile Daniel, a
fourteen old student at Bodiba was sho t and killed by the police. The
authorities announced that two policemen were to be charged. To date there
has been no prosecution.

LHR have called for:
•

The immediate disarmament of the Bophuthatswana Securi ty Forces who
have proved themselves hostile to the holding of free and fair elections.

•

The deployment of the National Peace Keeping Force as soon as possible.
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•

The TEe to authorise the South African Government to take over the
administration of Bophuthatswa na .

•

The lEe to prosecute President Lucas Mangope, other public officials and
members of the security forces before an electoral tribunal for breaches of
the Electoral Code of Conduct.

•

The TEe approa ch the Department of Home Affairs to ensure that mobile
units move in to Bophuthatswana to proceed w ith the iss uing of South
African identity documents.

The full report is available from LHR.

11 . CONCLUSION
With the April elections no more than three months away, the spectre of
increased violence looms, pa rticularly within areas of Natal and the
Transvaal. The Freedom Alliance's boycott of the electi on has increased the
prospect of civil strife . The Right wing is already mobilising for civil war and
fFP leader Mangosuthu Buthelezi has publically stated that he cannot

discoun t the prospect of bloodshed .
Acts of sabotage are expected to escalate and the possibility of raciall y
motivated attacks cannot be ruled out.
Most political analysts believe that the polling booths on the day of election
will be islands of calm in rough seas. Now that the political lines have been
drawn as to which parties will participate in the forthcoming election, many
believe that we are presently experiencing the calm before the storm.
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Since December 3,1993 there have been at least 29 sabotage attacks in the
Transvaal and the Orange Free State. Offices belonging to the African
ational Congress (ANe) and the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM)
have been targeted. The attaCks have a1$:0 focused on railway lines and

electrici ty pylons. In early February the SAP announced that they had
•

arrested five right-wingers in connection with the blasts.

The Minister of Law and Order, Hernus Kriel, said the swoop had followed
"six-weeks" of intensive and around-the -clock investigations". The suspects
were detained in the Western Transvaal and firearms and explosives were
confiscated. The arrests have once again focused on the threat the right-wing
poses to the coming elections.
As the elections draw nearer, attacks of this nature are expected to increase

and political analysts believe that the right wing has the capability to
"completely disrupt" the elections and the country.
•

Many of the explosives used were home-made devices concocted from diesel
fuel and fertiliser. However, there has been some evidence that outdated
stocks of explosives emanating from the nearby mines have been used .
There have been a number of positive developments on the East Rand over
the last month. The Transitional Executive Council's (TEe) "peace package"
which included the removal of the Internal Stability Unit (ISU) and its
replacement with the South African defence Force (SADF) was by and large
welcomed. Since the announcement of the " Peace Plan" the townships of
Katlehong and Thokoza have been noticeably quieter. The package includes a

I
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number of socio·economic incentives and one of its primary tasks is to ensure
the safe return of people forcibly evicted from their homes.
Another positive development in the area has been the formation of the
Kathorus Forum which comprises of representatives across the
political/social/ economic spectrum in the townships Katlehong, Thokoza
and Vosloorus. The forum recently held a workshop on police community
relations. The highlight of the workshop was the decision to hold three
separate workshops in each of the townships to discuss the formation of a

•

police community forum.

1. State Institutions
1.1 South African Police (SAP)
A total of 260 policemen were killed in South Africa, between January 1993 to
January 1994. According to the police this is the highest number of deaths
recorded in a single year. The majority were off-duty policemen, killed either
on their way to work or on their way home.
South African Police spokesman, Captain Johan Loots, attributed the murder
of policemen to the ongoing violence and the negative perception of the
police within certain sectors of the community. According to Lieutenant Jan
Combrink, thugs are shooting and killing policemen, especially black
policemen to steal their guns. He said of the 260 policemen killed, many of
them were robbed of their firearms.

2
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1.2 Peacekeeping Force
A confidential SAP strategy document which was leaked to the Weekly A1ajJ
(14 \01 \94), revealed tha'the SAP intends stonewalling the National
Peacekeeping Force. The SAP has admitted in the same document that it does
not have the s taff or ability to effectively maintain law and order during the
April election. Despite this admission, the SAP, is determined to prevent the
National Peacekeeping Forcerr'bm playing a role in the run·up to and during

•

the elections .

The document dated October 1993 is signed by police commissioner Johan
van clef Merwe, and s tates that the SAP cannot take responsibility for the
s..1.fety of political leaders during political meetings, since the SAP would find
it difficult to police more than one political meeting in the same town .

Referring to the peacekeeping force, the document s",ys that "the N PKF
which will have a large number of Umkhonto we Sizwe members and other
para-miHtary forces, must not perform any duties in relation to the elections.
Election duties should only be performed by the SAP",
The document includes a pl",n to clampdown on intimidation a month before
•

the elections. It recommends that sources (informers) be used to obtain
information on disruptive ",ctions, that the unrest regulations, election
legislation and the law be used to curb intimidation, It also calls for strict law
enforcement, speedy arrests, detention, and the establishment of election
tribunals to deal with cases quickly.
The document also recommends:
• The lifting of the ban on the carrying of weapons at political gatherings

3
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• The police help train bodyguards from political parties to equip them to
protect their leaders.
• Police only monitor, maintain law and order and provide security at
political meetings at the re'luest of parties.
• The SAP at no time handl e ballot boxes, although they sho uld be
responsible for the secu rity of the boxes.

•

• The Sou th African army be extensively drawn into the policing of the
elections to increase the visibi lity of the sec urity forces and help with the
logistics.
• That policemen receive training in electi on policing before the elections.
After the elections, according to the document, the police will continue to
serve the new government. The period immediately after the elections is seen
as a time of heightened tensions whe re high visibility policing will be

•

utilised.

2. Right wing
Police have arrested several members of the AWB high command on the West
Rand in connection with the murder of three black people on the Randfontein
Ventersdorp road on December 13. Phil Klopper, Dean Martins and Jaco
Badenhorst are being held under section 29 of the Internal Securi ty Act. Bail
has been refused and the case was transferred to the Supreme Court to

4
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resume on February 7, Five other right-wingers including AWB general Japie
Oelofse were arrested in connection with recent explosions and acts of

sabotage on the West Rnnd . They too, are being helJ under sec tion 29 of the
Internal Security Act.
A sec ret document detailing plans by the AWB for a full scale civil \\Iar was

exposed during the last session of Parlinment. The bnttle pbns of the boer
task force makes reference to m~ss grave:; for "kaffirs". The plans call fo r
right-wing members to gather at specific places when signalled and to take

•

control of towns and kill all blncks in the liberated zones. Sped .. 1 camps wlil
be estab lished where the women, children and elders wiH be gua rded . No

blnck person will be allowed to enter these c<lmps.
The boer t<lsk force will be divided into scouting pJ;trols of four men e<lch <lnd
fighting patrols of 10. Their tJ; sk will be to secure towns. RO<lds to the towns
will be blocked off with tr<lctors and tr<lilers. Once this is done other patrols
will ente r to wipe out all blacks and bury them so that no internal nttack can

be launched.
The mobile units will live in camouflaged camps ilt secret locations. This is to
prevent them from being identified from the air, from ground attnck and
•

from terror attacks by spl inter groups. The plnn details the es tablishment of
field hospitals for the wounded, the stockpiling of explosives, weapons and
.. mmunition, food .. nd hardw·nre. It also COllis on members to draw sufficient
money when the signal comes because bank .. ccounts may be dosed during
the conflict.
Det .. i1s for a right-wing air force, lIsing micro light aircraft for reconnaissance
formed p"rt of the plan. Members were asked to buy two-wny radios since
headquaters will be set up with radio and telephone communication systems
with their own power.

5
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2.1 Afrikaner Volksfront
Attitudes have ha rdened in the ranks of the Afrikaner Volkfron t and othe r
right·wing organisations against the leadership of General Constand Viljoen.
General Viljoen has come under a lot of criticism for his failure to secure a
volkstaat. He is blamed for his failure

In

attempting to negotiate for such a

volkstaat rather than mobilising the righH.<ling to take the volkstaa t by force .

•

On Saturday January 29, at a massive right·wing rally in Pretoria, Viljoen
s uggested that Afrikaners had the option of particip.-.ting in the all race
election to show the world how much support the A VF had , he was booed
a nd shouted down . A group of AWB supporters began calling for their leader
Terre' Bhmche. The AWB leader, in an angry speech assured the crowd that
they would not join the ANC elections. They would figh t <lnct die first.
The theme that pervaded the entire meeting was one of anger, frustration and
d esperation. At the end of the meeting it was accep ted that n transitional
dssemblv be established for Afrikaners. Ferdi Hartzenberg was elected the
new lI1terim president of the Afrikaner Volksraad (Peoples Parliament). In his
inauguration speech he said Afrikaners should choose peaceful means of
gaining freedom if they could. But they would take their freedom if they
weren' t given it. Viljoen concluded by saying that politically the Afrikaners
were less powerful because they lacked numbers, but their salvation lay in
their defensive capnbilities,
" Nothing but nothing can stop the Afrikaner from obtaining his freedom" he
I

said.

6
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2.2 The threat posed by the Freedom Alliance
The Freedom Alliance is Il"Ibde up of the homebnd governments of
Bophutatswana and Ciskei, The Inkatha Freedom Party and the Afrikaner
Volksfront (which is the umbrella body of all the white right-wing formations
like the Afrikaner Weers tandsbeweging (AWB) nnd the Conserva tive Party

.-

Following the announcement by Freedom Alliance member, Brigadier Oupa
Gqozo to participate in the election, speculation of a split in the ranks of the
FA have increased. Even though the FA may spl it, the individua l components
wi thin the Allaince can still pose a threat to future stability . Both the IFP and
the right-wing have the ca pacity to mobilise their support a t a moments
notice.
The threat of a civil war made by the right-wing will probably take the form
of ac ts of sabo tage and the harnss ment of farm workers and black people
generally who live in areas that are right-wing

contro~led.

Random attacks

and murder of individual defenceless blncks would increase.
Viljoen has said that many secunty force members would undoubtedly
support and participate in the actions of the right-wing. This position is
•

debatable. However, with regard to the commando structures based in the
outlying areas the possibility of collusion is high. It is also known that senior
officers in the sADF met w ith President De Klerk ilnd warned him that a hien
percentage of permanent force SA OF members, mcluding senior officers
sympathise with the ri gh t-wing.

2.3 Conservative Party
The SAP and SADF have criticised the Conserv<!.nve Pnrty (CP) for issuing a
veiled threat to security force members to choose between serving the

7
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Tr~nsitional

Executive Council (the body mandated by the multi-party

negothltion forum, to work alongside the present government to ensure that
conditions nre created for a free nnd fair election) or the " Volk". The CP
wa rned that every member of the securi ty forces would be faced with a
choice of either serving the TEC or the "volk",
Police sou rces in the Northern Transvnal ha ve revealed to the S UndlJY Nation
that seni o r officers in the South African Police and the Defence Force a re
working with right-w ing ex tremi st in preparing for the destabilisation of the

•

country before the April Elections.
Police stationed at Pietersburg alleged that some of the ir coll eagues ignored
information that ri ght-wingers were planning to steal arms and amm uniti on
from a military base outside the town. An informant all eged ly volunteered
information about the plan to rob the army base to Jeff Scha tz of the National
Intelligence Service, Colonel At Prinsloo, the chief crime prevention officer

for the Pietersberg SAP, and Colonel Fred Peach of the SAP's crime stop unit
on the Witwatersrand.
Prinsloo arranged for police to be stationed outside the base on October 28
the day the thefts were to take place. Three days later, when the base was
unguarded, approximately fOllr tons of military ha rdwa re was stolen.
This in fact means that the thefts took place on the October 31, although the
police claimed in media sta tements that arms were stolen on the

ovember 2.

On the November 4, police released a statement saying that they had arrested
right-wing extremists in connection with the mid. One of those arrested was

8
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the informant. He was accused of colluding with the right-wing extremists in

their plans to rob the base. All those arrested were released on bail, pending
the Attorney-generals de~sion on whether to prosecute or not.

3 Apia
The Pan Africanist Congress ffits suspended its offensive against the
government. With this decision comes the commitment by the PAC
leadership to engage in seriolls political bargaining to achieve democracy .
•

According to the PAC the suspension of the armed struggle does not mean
abandoning the struggle for liberation, but it is based on the fact that the
government has shown willingness to be removed democratically.

The PAC acknow ledges that a long and hard road lies ahead which would
eventually seal what the PAC calls the mutual cessation of hostilities with the
government. PAC president Clarence Makwetu admits that the agreement
will not necessarily filter down immediately to Apia members on the ground.
This means that until every Apia member gets the order to stop killing the
"enemy", more attacks cannot be ruled out.

•

Another dimension to the suspension of the armed struggle is the reaction of

ApIa, the military wing of the PAC, who have in the past opposed the
organisations entry into the multi-party talks.
Three callers all claiming to be Apia leaders telephoned the press and insisted
that the armed struggle would continue. The first caller claimed to be Karl
21mbiri, Apia internal commander. According to him, regional commanders,
sectional commanders and ground forces of the PAC armed wing Apia had
met and dissociated themselves from the agreement made by the PAC
leadership. Zambiri, claimed that while he respected Makwetu, it was
premature for Makwetu to announce a moratorium on ApIa's armed struggle.

9
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Shortly after the moratorium was announced, a satellite police station in
Durban's central Pine street parkade, was attacked . Three people were killed
and one was injured in the ensuing shoot-out with police.
According to a police spokesperson, Colonel Bill Dennis, the attackers might
have been Apia operatives because the words APLA Long Live" had been
II

spray-painted on a wall of the parkade.
Major Bala Naidoo, said that a paint canister was found near the body of one

•

of the attackers. He added that the police had received a tip off about the
attack and thus reinforced the police station. The attackers apparently struck
by lobbying a hand-grenade into the building and opening fire. Police then
returned fire and killed three of the suspected attackers and wounded the
fourth. One of the three killed was a student at the ML Sultan Technikon,
Mohseen Jeenah. In reply to Jeenah being identified by the police as an Apia
operative, his brother raised the following concerns: The police have to date
provided no evidence that the alleged attack was carried out by Apia
operatives, apart from the graffiti on the wall. Nor has anyone claimed
responsibility. The PAC has denied that it has the kind of command structure
in the area with the capacity required to carry out such an attack.
Furthermore, the only real evidence the police may have of jeenah's possible
involvement in the attack is that an AK 47 rifle was found a meter away from
his body. There was also no indication thatjeenah was seen firing the rifle or
running with it, despite the fact that he was allegedly chased for 200m before
being shot and killed. jeenah's famil y maintain that he was not an Apia
operative, as the police claim, but that he might have received a tip off for a
story and went to cover it.

10
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3.1 Heidelber9 Tavem Attack

..

On December 3D, four people were killed and five others injured in an attack
on the Heidelberg tavern in Cape Town. Gurunen burst into the Heidelberg
Tavern in Observatory Cape Town and fired a rifle grenade with nails taped

.-

to it which failed to explode. The gang then opened fire with automatic R-5
and R-4 rifles.

Police set up roadblocks on the road to Transkei, but the getaway ca r was

•

found abandoned in Guguletu, outside Cape Town. This car had apparently
been hijacked from Khayelitsha the night before.
Contrary to reports that this attack was a racial one aimed at whites, several
of the victims were black.

In a follow-up to this attack, police detained PAC regional chairman Thea
Mabusela and PAC regional organiser Nkosinathi Michael Siyolo, for
questioning. Police also arrested two other suspects, Mcebisi Leonard Nasa
and Zola Prince Mabala, whom they believe to be Apia operatives. The
arrests took place at Elliot near the Transkei border . According to the
Minister Law and Order, Hernus Kriel, the two have been positively linked to
•

this attack. Kriel also disclosed that ballistic tests showed the weapons used
in the Heidelberg Tavern attack and the St James Church massacre were
identical. The South African Police and the Transkei police have agreed to cooperate in the investigation.
PAC national organiser Ma xwell

emadzivhanani, criticised the arrests of

the Western Cape leaders as well as attempts to link Transkei to Apia attacks
in South Africa . He added that these were all attempts by the South African
Government to target the PAC in areas where it is

s~rong .

The PAC also

expressed outrage after a 14 year old boy wa s shot dead in Guguletu and at

11
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least six people injured when police burst into a PAC meeting to arrest nine
people suspected in the Tavern attack . All were later released without charge.
The PAC's, first response to the Heidelberg Tavern attack was an emphatic

denial by deputy president Johnson Mlambo that Apia was involved.
However, a man calling himself Carl Joma claimed in a call to The Citizen,
that Apia was responsible for the attack. In addition to Joma's claim of Apia
involvement, the Azanian National Liberation Army (AzanJa), the armed
wing of the Azanian Peoples Organisation also claimed responsibility for the

•

attack.

4. National Peace Accord
The National Peace Campaign has called on all South Africans to ensure that
1994 becomes the year of peace.
The Peace Secretariat is hoping to swell its number of monitors to 60 000,
before the elections. According to Wits Vaal Peace Secretariat representative,
Peter Harris, even this number of monitors will not be enough to contain

political tensions. He added that the political temperature could go up
significantly by the beginning of February. The main emphasis of local peace
structures would be to provide forums that would facilitate discussion
between parties to various conflicts, rather than attempting to prevent
violence from breaking out.
Harris added that, there are a number of factors that necessitate the expansion
of the Peace Secretariat such as, political intolerance, the lack of a "legitimate

12
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security force in the eyes of the people" as well as taxi and transport conflicts.

.

All of these were potential flash points in the coming months .

In the PWV, peace workers will focus much of their attention on the East
Rand townships of Thokoza and Katlehong. Concern for peacekeeping in the
East Rand intensified towards the end of last year, after the management of
the Natalspruit Hospital evict.ed..the Peace Secretariat from their Joint

Operations Control Centre aOCC).
The Joce was set up by the Wits Vaal Peace Secretaria t to help contain the

•

violence in the East Rand. According to the hospital spokesperson, Nica
Petersen, the hospital was unable to maintain a neutral political stance in the
area, while the JOCC' operated from its premises. He added that the hospital
had decided to evict the JOCC after the United Nations Observer Mission
informed the hospital it was withdrawing from the JOCC. Inkatha Freedom
Party representative Gertrude Mzizi said that her organisation had

withdrawn from the IOCC, since they were of the opinion that the JOCC had
been "politically hijacked" by the ANC. The secretariat has made tentative
arrangements to set up a new base in nearby Palmridge . Even though the
area would be inaccessible to many residents of Thokoza and Katlehong, it

•

remains the best option for the group to maintain a presence in the East Rand .

5. The Goldstone Commission
The Goldstone investigative task force plans to double its numbers during the
tumultuous

pre~

and post-eiection periods. Ten hand picked squads of local

and international policemen will form part of the Goldstone team tasked with
investigating election intimidation and violence anywhere in South Africa.

13
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The units have been established in response to a request by the Independent
Electoral Commission (fEC). Each of the nine electoral regions will have their
own investigation unit.

5 .1 January 9 shooting af Abdul Shariff in Katlehong
Following the tragic shooting of photographer Abdul Shariff in Katlehong on
January 9, 1994, Judge Goldstone recommended that drastic, military-style
steps should be taken to seize all illegal weapons from people in certain areas

•

of South Africa.
He said" Similarly, adequate steps will have to be considered for ensuring
that any such sanitised areas remain weapon free". He said that if the
presence of illegal arms and ammunition in some areas of South Africa could
not be dealt with speedily and successfully, the prospect of a relatively free
and fair election in such areas would be remote. One such area was the East

Rand .
During the January 9 incident in Katiehong, ANC general-secretary Cyril
Ramaphosa and South African Communist Party leader Joe Slovo,
accompanied by 100 people were fired on by residents of the Mazibuko
Hostel when the group was about 350m from the building. Sharriff was

fatally wounded during the first burst of gunfire from the hostel.
Judge Goldstone said the South African Police (SAP) were at fault for not
monitoring the visit of its own accord, despite not having being asked to do
so, and the ANC was at fault for not notifying the police about the tour
despite the right of all South Africans to move freely at any public place in

14
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the country. The commission's investigation into snus was continuing and a

..

report would be made as soon as possible .

5 .2 Crossroads
Past government policies of restricting urbanisation and the autocratic style of

leadership in the squatter areaiO,lVere found to be among the causes of recent
violence in Crossroads near Cape Town.
The Goldstone Commission report released in December said the desire of
,.

this leadership to retain control, has made it extremely difficult to

communicate with the community. "The leadership plays a gatekeeper role

.

regarding information and ensures that participation in decision-making is

restricted to its own followers. Consequently the community is either not
informed or ill-informed on proposals that will effect them."
Development has been piecemeal, with supply far short of demand. This has
been used as a vehicle of patronage to entrench the position of the existing
leaders and the benefits that co uld accrue to the community through
participation have largely been ignored or have been unattainable.

•

The Commission found that development had become divisive and a focal
point for the violence in the area. It also found that a lack of acceptable
democratic structures and the climate of political intolerance make the
achievement of an all inclusive participatory approach to projects to upgrade
the living conditions, difficult to achieve. The Commission found that there
was a strong belief among the people of Crossroads that the police
participated in the violence and shot people and burnt down houses.

15
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"They were seen as enemies and were attacked with stones and firea rms. As a
resul t of this profound mistrust of the police, residen ts did not furnish the
police with vital information and were loathe to come forward as witnesses" .

5.3 KwoZulu Police
In December 1993, the Goldstone Commission disclosed that it had "credible

evidence" of a KwaZulu Police (KZP) hit squad being responsible for the

•

murder of nine people.
According to Judge Goldstone three arrests have already been made and
more are expected. Goldstone said that of the three who were arrested, two
had been suspended and the thi rd had been dismissed from the KZP.

ANC leaders were among those allegedly murdered by the hit squad during
1992 and 1993.
The facts had "come to light" after KZP commissioner Lieutenant-General
Roy During had requested the SAP to investigate allegations of murder,
attempted murder, armed robbery and theft of vehicles .
Lieutenant - General During confi rmed his instigation of the probe, but said
he was distressed at Judge Goldstone's decision to make the information
public, adding it could "prejudice" the investigation and possible prosecution
of those involved". He said it was "regrettable in the extreme" that the
allegations had been disclosed "at a time when I and the majority of my
members are making earnest endeavours to establ ish sound communi ty
relations" .

16
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Judge Goldstone said in his report: "The fact that hit squads are operating in
South Africa cannot be seri ously doubted". He said that in the past the

"

Commission had refused to make findings without adequate evidence.
"Howeve r, d uring the past few days credible evidence has come to the

knowledge of the Commission of a hit squad." Judge Goldstone stressed tha t

.
exonerates any o ther party who might also have been responsible through
the fact that evidence had been found implica ting the KZP "in no way

thei r members or supporters for public v iolence and intimidation".

•

The SAP investigation found that the three men held "had received training

from the SADF in the Capri vi in 1986" -the subject of a previous inquiry by
the commission.

6 . Attacks on Individuals
At least 42 leadership figures within the ANC and Inkatha Freedom Party
(IFP) were assassinated during 1993. The figure could be higher as thi s only
reflects reported cases. Of the 42/ twenty-nine were ANC leadership figures
and 13 were leaders within the IFP.

•

6 .1 Walter Sisulu
Jud ge M Stegmann, found two policemen liable for the death of ANC
bodyguard Ishmael Moloane in the Rand Supreme Court on Monday

February 71994 .
Moloane died of multiple injuries after his car had crashed and rolled during
a high-speed chase and shoot-ou t between the policemen and a three-car

convoy escorting ANC deputy president Walter Sisulu home on July 181993.

17
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Judge Stegmann found that the prima-facie evidence established beyond
reasonable doubt that Lance-sergeant Allan Kruger and Constable Stephanus
van Rensburg were liable for culpable homicide. The Judge found that the
two policemen had tried to mislead the court "with a conspi racy of false
evidence" .
Both were self-confessed liars, and Kruger in particular had been a
"dangerous witness" who had tol d more lies after pretending to come clean,
the judge said. Although he criticised the evidence of five of the six
bodyguards who had testified, the judge found that the policemen had
caused the tra gedy by chasing after Sisul u's ca r without identifying
themselves - even after warning sho ts had been fired by one of the
bod yguards.
The only clue th at the two were policemen was thei r number plates, which
would not have been an obvious sign. The shoot-out had taken place late at
night, the policemen had been driving an unmarked car without a flashing
blue light, and they had not been wearing their police caps.
Witwatersrand Attorney -general Klaus von Lieres said his office would
examine the court's findings and decide whether the two policemen should
be prosecuted . He said the final decision would be made in abou t six weeks
because the court record had to be transcribed before the facts of the case
could be examined.
ANC spokespe rson Ronnie Mamoepa said the ANC was considering civil
and criminal cha rges against the policemen.

18
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6.2 Patford Shuma

.

Patford Shuma a senior aide to ANC deputy general-secretary Jacob-Zuma
was gunned down a t a bus stop in Yeoville on Thursday December 23 1993 .
Shuma was shot in the head at a bus stop between H endon and Harley streets

.-

at 08h40.

An eyewitness informed the SAP that he had seen two men running away
from the scene of the shooting. Police have not ruled out robbery as a motive

•

but canno t explain why the money Shuma was carrying at the time, was not
taken. No cartridges were found on the scene indicating that the murder
weapon was a

revolv~r .

Shuma's mother was killed in Thembisa on the East Rand two weeks earlier.
The ANC had informed the police that she had been allegedly murdered by
Askaris -turned ANC cadres who worked for the Security Branch of the SAP.

The SAP denied that Askaris ca rried out the assassinations, and added that
the unit had been disbanded some time ago. They said they would
investigate the murder of Shuma's mother if it was in any way connected
with the murder of her son.

•

6 .3 Prince Petrus Zulu
Prince Petrus Zulu an outspoken member of the Zulu royal family was shot
at his home in Ulundi on Sunday January 231994. Zulu was at home

wa tching television with his famil y when his home was attacked . Five bullets
hit Zulu, his wife Bongekile was shot in the temple and his sister Nomusa
who was visiting the house was shot in the leg.
Zulu was also a councillor in Section A, Ulundi and shot to prominence when
he and other princes campaigned for the independence of King Zwelithini
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whom they felt was being held captive by the KwaZulll Legislative
Assembly . Ulundi was once flooded with pamphlets which claimed that Zulu
was a member of the ANC.
The police are still investigating and no arrests have been made.

6.4 Patrick Masigo

•

Patrick Masigo (40) a civic leader in Swanieville was stabbed to death in early
January. Masigo was killed shortly after a meeting was held in Swanieville to
discuss the placement of evicted squatters from Nooitgedacht in Luna Sands
near Swanieville. According to witnesses several people in a vehicle stooped
along side Masigo and started assaulting him with knives and pangas.
No arrests have been made and the police are still investigating.

6.5 Mac Maharaj
In early December, Mac Maharaj, of the ANC informed the police that he had

information that members of the Afrikaner Weerstandbeweging (AW8) were
planning to assassinate him. A spokesperson for the SAP, Major Eugene
Opperman said that it was strange that Maharaj had taken a week to report
the case to the police but nevertheless they would investigate.

It has been alleged that masked AWB supporters had thei r guns trained on
Maharaj when he visited a Mid rand School to open a local ANC branch.
Maharaj was pulled into a school building by A C supporters, who claimed
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to have seen one AWB s upporter armed with a rifle and telescopic sight and

.

another with a handg un .

Maharaj criticised the police saying that he had reported the matter but no
details were recorded. Major Opperman said in an incident of this nature the
Internal Stabili ty Unit would investiga te .

.-

6.6 Roelf Meyer, Hemus Kriel and lean Wessels
Goverrunent chief negotiator Roelf Meyer, Law and Order Minister Hernus

•

Kriel and Manpower Minis ter Leon Wessels received written death threats
during the second week of January. The letters were signed by the "Boere

Republiekeinse Leer" ( Boer Republican Army) and a small plastic bag
containing a putty-like substance with a match through it. The letters written
in Afrikaans, read: "Due to your continuing treason, your time is up", Police
are s till awaiting the results of forensic tests on the putty like substance,
believed to be plastic explosive.

6.7 Cas Human
A blast rocked the home of ANC regional executive member Cas H uman on

•

Wednesday January 19 causing at least R5 000 of damage. Human is the only
white ANC REC member in the Free State.
The explosion occurred at 22h45 while Human was ou t. According to the SAP
the explosive device was placed outside on the lounge window sill.
Windows, curtains and furniture were damaged in the blast.
The police are still investigating .
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6 .8 Simon Mlcmbo
Simon Mlamho " senior member of the IFP in Alexandra was gunned down

on Friday January 14 1994. Since his death there have been sporadic outbursts
of violence. Mlambo was killed by unknown gunmen. The police are still
investigating .

6 .9 Thcbo Molewc
Lawyer and mediator, Thabo Molewa was murdered on his way to
adjudicate elections at a civic meeting in Thokoza . Molewa did not arrive at

the meeting on December 11. Despite his disappearance on the 11 th, his body
was only identified at the Germiston mortuary on December 24. According to
the mortuary records, Molewa's body wa s fo und two hours after he had left

his home in Spruitview . His body w as fo und in Mngadi section Katlehong.

According to the SAP he had been shot in the head with an AK 47.Molewa's
car has not been recovered although his bank cards and other personal items
were found in a stretch of field not far from his home.

The police have announced a R50 000 award for any information that will
lead to the arrest and prosecution of the perpetrators.

6 .10 Dumisani Khuzwayo
There was an attempt on the life of IFP Ixopo regional organiser Dwnisani

Khuswayo on December 6. Khuzwayo is apparently the last remaining IFP
leader in the area . Khuzwayo was staying in flatlet at Ixopo's Plough Hotel
when shots were fired .
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His bodyguard returned fire and he and a woman were injured. Police
confirmed the incident bl.ll claimed the injured had been bystanders. The
police said a grey car with local NIX plates was used in the attack.
According to lFP spokesperson Ed Tillet, this attack was the second attempt
on Khuzwa yo's life in two months .

--

6.11 Majestic Boiki Thlapi

I

Majes tic Saiki Thlapi of Ikageng Potchefstroom disappeared in police
•

custody almost seven years ago. On December 29,1993 Lawyers for H uman

Rights (LHR) the Board and members of the SAP accompanied the Thalpi
family to an old disused mine shaft just outside Stilfontein. The disused shaft
had been pointed out earlier by a former policeman who had detained Thlapi
and several other activist in Jouberton Township on March 20 1986. The
former policeman George Mbathu is currently serving a sentence for
possession of gold concentrate. Earlier in the year he gave LHR a sworn
s tatement alleging that Warrant Officer Viljoen, Sergeant Makiti, and
constables TseJadimitl w3, Tshwaedi, Majaja, and Mano were involved in the
arrest of Thlaphi and other activists. He also alleged that Thlapi was dead

•

and that his body had been dumped down a mine shaft.
One of the activists, George Mangojane, who was detained with Thlapi on

March 20, said that he last saw Thlapi lying on the floor bleeding from the
mouth in the Stilfontein police station. He alleged in his statement that he saw

Constable April Tshwaedi jump on Thlapi's chest.
At the mine a camera was lowered into the shaft and the Thlapi family
watched the camera's progress on a monitor. A number of shadows appeared

on the screen but no conclusive proof that Thlapi's body had been dumped
there. Abbey Dlavane of LHR said that he thought that what had been seen
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on screen warranted further investigation. James Thlapi, the father of Baiki
Thlapi said that he was worried that the search would be undertaken by

members of the SAP as it was in their custody that his son had disappeared.
At the time of Thlapi's disappearance, the SAP claimed that they had released
him the day after his arrest.
The police continue to investigate ThJapi's disappearance but at least two of
the policemen mentioned by Mbathu have been charged with serious assault

against other detainees at the Welverdiend Police Station in Carletonville.
Warrant Officer Viljoen (now captain) has been charged with at least three

assaults which have included electric shock treatment. Constable Tshwaedi
has also been charged in the Carletonville Court for assault of detainees held

at the Welverdiend and Carletonville police stations.
In light of the seriousness of the above allegations the Board calls for the
immediate suspension of all the policemen involved in the arrest and
subsequent disappearance of Boiki Thlapi .

7. NATAL
The death toll in Natal continues to rise. The recent announcement by the
Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) that they will not be contesting elections will,
according to many political analysts exacerbate the conflict in Natal. There is
a real fear that free and fair elections in the Natal region will be virtually
impossible.
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Violence in Northern Natal has increased tenfold over the last two months
sparking fears of outrigilt civil war in the area come the April elections. The

.

Transitional Executive Council (TEe) has asked that the SAP act immediately
in violence wracked Northern Natal, including areas in KwaZulu. The SAP
has been directed to act in the Empangeru, Nqutu, Dumhe, and Newcastle
districts of Natal, following anlnternal Stability Division (ISO) report to the
TEe which said the security situation in the four areas was unsatisfactory.

According to the SAP an apparent lack of confidence in the Kwa-Zulu Police

•

(KZP) led to a request for the SAP to patrol the area .
Durban was the scene of at least two bomb blasts in late November. A
devastating blast ripped through a Durban Corporation passenger bus
opposite the Durban City hall killing one person and injuring six others. The
dead man fell out of the window of the bus. His hands had been blown off. It
is believed that the dead man may have been carrying the explosive device
when it went off. One of the injured passengers, Xolani Cuba was placed
under police guard shortly after the blast when parts of a detona tor were
allegedly found in his possession. Cuba has been cha rged with murder but is
yet to appear in court as he is still being treated for injuries sustained in the

•

blast .
A second bomb rocked the Port Edward Hotel, on the South Coast. The hotel
had been booked for a right-wing conference. Three men and a woman were

slightly hurt. The explosion blew the roof off the front section of the hotel and
destroyed the bar, lounge, dinning room and reception area.

7 .1 The Table Mounlain Massacre
Jeremiah Zulu was sentenced to death seven times on December 24 for the
brutal murder of seven school children in the Table Mountain area . He was
also sentenced to a 15 year jail term for the attempted murder of 15
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schoolchild ren. The children we re gunned down while on thei r way to school
in March last year (For background information on this case see the Board's

March 1993 report).
In the same case Zulu's nephew 19 year-old Sibusiso Zulu was jailed fo r 25
years for murder and a further 12 yea rs for attempted murder. The sentences
are to run concurrently.
Judge Combrink said the interests of society called for the senseless slaugh ter
of innocent people to stop. After the court was adjourned ANC and IFP
supporters looted a nearby stall of sjamboks and began whipping each other.
In the same incident a key witness was stoned outside the court after the
sentencing. Police said a crowd of between 30 and 50 people hurled stones at
witness Siphiwe Zondi, cutting him on the lip.

B. REEF VIOLENCE
A comprehensive Peace Plan has been drawn up by the TEe to bring peace

and stability to the East Rand townships of Thokoza, Katlehong and
Vosloorus. The long awaited plan has seen the mass deployment of the SADF
in the area. The SADF will not only be involved in street patrols and
maintaining the general security of the area but they will also assist with the
socio-economic upliftment of the area. The package also includes a large
socio-economic programme with the aim of creating much needed jobs and
improving basic infra-structure like water supply, sewerage, refuse removal,
electricity, streets, rail and transport facilities .
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One of the key aims of the plan is to secure "No-Go" areas and to allow the

thousands of displaced ~sidents of Katlehong and Thokoza to go home. The
deployment of the SADF has already led to a noticeable decline in the
number of violent incidents . The Board believes that the decline can also be

attributed to the removal of the ISU which over the Christmas period was
involved in a number of shoot-outs in the area .
The task force which has been appointed to ensure that the plan is workable,
includes local ANC leader Duma Nkosi, peace worker Thabo Ndabeni, civic

•

leader Ariel Mabelane, Alberton Industrial Association representative
Graham Mathewson and National Party representative Dr Dries Oosthuizen.
The task group will be led by former SA Air Force General Jan van

Loggerenberg.
The lFP is yet to announce the name of the person they intend placing on the
task force . The success of the plan does to some extent depend on the full
participation of all parties on the East Rand . The IFP has already protested to
one aspect of the plan namely the removal of the ISU and its replacement

with the SADF. At least 500 lFP members from Thokoza attempted to march
on Alberton to demand that the ISU be retained in the area . They were

•

turned back by members of the SADF before they could leave the township .

8.1 THOKOZA
The ISU were involved in a number of shooting incidents over the Christmas

period in Thokoza. In one incident a 20·year·old youth. Mabuti Dawn
Gaelatse was allegedly shot and killed by an ISU patrol on Christmas Day.
The Board was approached by the Gaelatse family on December 26 after
Dawn failed to return home . According residents in the area, Gaelatse was
last seen outside a butcher shop on the corner of Mahano and Moepshe
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stree ts. A resident handed 32 spent cartridges to one of our resea rchers. The
resident alleged that he had picked them up in the area where Gaelatse was
last seen alive. Similar cartridges were also found inside the butcher shop and
were handed to the SAP in Thokoza. There were also a number of bullet holes
in the shop windows.
Gaelatse's body was found at the Germiston mortuary on the afternoon of the
26th. He had onl y one visible wound to the right upper arm. His hands were
shielding his face in a protective motion.
The case has been handed over to the Police Reporting Officer of the
Witwatersrand, Advocate Jan Munnik for further investigation.
There were a number of attempts in January by the displaced people of
Phenduka section to return home. For further details on the forced evictions
see the Board's August, September, October & November reports. These
attempts followed a number of meetings with the security forces where
discussions centred around providing protection for returning families.
On Sunday January 2, 1994, at least 93 families entered Phenduka with
members of the SA OF to assess the damage to their homes. Despite the armed
escort, the group was fired on and two people were sligh tly injured . Several
of the families in thi s group could not even evaluate the damage to their
homes as they were still being illegally occupied.
Six months later there has been very little progress in returning people to
their homes. The SAP have been given details of over 250 cases where people
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were forced to flee their homes through intimidation and physical assault,

and yet not one arrest has been made.
A second attempt by residents to return home on Saturday January 15, was
thwarted when members of the SADF refused to escort residents, claiming

that that was the duty of the !SU. Residents refused to accept an ISU escort
explaining that when they fled in Jl~y and August last year the ISU did not
protect them from attack and intimidation but rather facilitated their forced
removal by escorting them out of the area.
•

It is hoped that the plight of the displaced will be addressed through the

newly formed TEe tas k force . The !BY and Peace Action are currently

completing a special ;eport on the plight of the displaced in the East Rand
which will be available at the end of February.

B.2 KATI£HONG
Violence in Katlehong made international headlines in January when a
freelance journalist was shot and killed while covering a tour to the East Rand
by ANC general secretary Cyril Ramaphosa and South African Communist

•

Party (SACP) chairperson Joe Siovo .
The tour was designed to familiarise party officials with the situation in the
area as part of a "peace initiative" planned by the ANC's PWV region .
Freelance photographer Abdul Shariff died after being shot in the chest and
two other journalists were also injured when the entourage was fired on from
the Mazibuko Hostel. As the entourage scrambled for cover the ANC
bodyguards and some armed self-defence unit (SDU) members re turned fi re.
In the ensuing exchange of fire, 10-year-old Mthunzi Tinga was hit in the

head by a sniper's bullet allegedly fired from the Mazibuko Hostel.
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Hostel residents, however, claim they opened fire on the entourage as they
believed that they were going to be attacked . This seems unlikely given the
nature and composition of the touring group. The police claim that the hostel
had come under attack earlier in the day and perhaps that is why it perceived
the approaching crowd as attackers.
According to Mazibuko Hostel induna, James Ndwandwe " Ramaphosa came
here with the intention of attacking the hostel but we sent him flying ."
Jeffrey Sibiya the IFP youth organiser for Katlehong also claimed that
Ramaphosa had brough t a party of attackers along, although, he explained,
the ANC leader was not personally in the group that stormed the hostel.
A day after the shooting hostel residents showed members of the media
several bullet holes within the hostel complex which they claim were a result
of the January 9 attack.
Shortly after the shooting Ramaphosa addressed several residents in the area
and criticised the police for their failure to provide protection for the
entourage. The police, however said that the ANC had not informed them of
the proposed tour and that their ground forces were already committed that
day to escorting the funeral of a SDU member in the area .
The SAP did, however, arrive fifteen minutes after the fatal shooting and
claimed that on arrival they were fired on. The police returned fire and it was
at this point that they allegedly sho t and killed Fanyana Banda . Three other
youths, Happy Xaba, Petrus Nyamande and Michael Mathe were arre'ited .
Xaba is currently under police guard at the Nataispruit Hospital. Nyamande
and Mathe have appeared in the Alberton Court and face charges of
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attempted murder and possession of an unlicensed firearm . Nyamande was

released on a Rl 000 baiT and has al leged that on three consecutive d.ays he
was taken to Nyoni Park headquarters of the Political and Violent Crime Unit
and tortured. According to Nyamande, a policeman who he can identify sa t
on his back. and placed an inner tube of a tyre ove r his mouth and nose and
pulled his head back as he s uftbcated him. Nyamande claims that he was also

placed in a ga rage with double doors and that every time a policeman
entered the garage, they were told that he had been found in possession of an

•

AK 47, he was then slapped and kicked. Nyamande said he signed several
confessions to stop the torture. This case has been referred to the

Witwatersrand Police Reporting Officer Advoca te Jan Munnik. The case once
again raises concern about the activities of Nyoni Park.
This incident was the subject of a Goldstone inquiry for further details see the
section enti tl ed Goldstone Commission.
8.2.1 Self-defence Units (SDU's)
A recent admission to a SBe rad io reporter by a Katlehong SOU member that
he "ki lls his opponents as he would chickens" has highlighted the urgent

•

need to bring SOUs under control. The sole reason for the formation of SOUs
on the East Rand in late 1989 early ]990 was one of "protection". However,
over a period of time some SOU members pa rticula rl y in Katlehong and
Thokoza have taken on the additional roles of "judge and "executi oner".
Over the last tvv'o mDnths there have been at least four incidents where SOUs
have taken the law into thei r own hands. Rightly or wrongly the general
public believe that the ANC has some form of control over SOUs and looks to
the organisation to reign in unruly elements within the units.
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A cloak of silence exists when it comes to exposing the illegal activities of
SDUs. Despite a general objection by residents to SDUs anarchy and violence
and the desire for them to be held accountable and brought back under
communi ty control, many are too afraid to say anything for fear of risking
their own lives.
A compounding factor is the low esteem in which the justice system is held in
the community. Added to this is the complete lack of faith in the existing
police force . These factors ha ve allowed people's courts to emerge as
alternati ve judicial systems. Although these courts were often estab li shed in
good faith and with sound intentions, they have generally ended up abusing
their self given powers and committing atrocities.
There is a definite need for education around the whole question of the justice
system and how it works. Perhaps if it was seen as more representa tive,
people would be less likely to take matters in to their own hands.
Recent incidents in Mololeki Ext 2 and Nea la section of Katlehong have

clearly highlighted the need for SDUs to be brought under strict control and
phased out once the National Peace Keeping Force (NPKF) is in place or at
least un til the security forces ca n adequately protect the communi ties they
serve.

Eight people were allegedly executed in Mololeld Ext 2 in early December by
members of an SOU in the area.

According to the ANC Youth League (ANCYL), one of their members died in
the area under mysterious circumstances and they approached one of the
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SOU commanders in the area for more information . This SDU commander
was unable to supply a " satisfactory" explanation and was allegedly killed .

The ANCYL .Iso c1.imed that they had been approached by residents and the
local civic organisation in Katlehong to ca ll to order SDU members in the

area following a reign of terror which included several assaults on people

who defied a 19HOOcurfew. Following the deaths of the ANCYL member and the SDU commander, about

40 youths some armed with AK47's went looking for the SOU with the

•

intention of disarming them . However, in an ironic twist at least 10 ANCYL

members were captured and of these ten, eight were allegedly executed.

According to the SAP, eight bodies were found in Moleleki Ext 2. Seven of the
bodies had their hands tied behind their backs with rope. An eighth body
was found apart from the others and was decapitated. His head was found
nearby chopped to pieces. Two of the dead were teenagers.
The ANC condemned the killings which many believe were a result of a
people's court and sharply criticised the lawlessness of such courts.

Although we welcome the public castigation of the SOUs by the ANC, we are

•

far from convinced that the ANC has applied itself properly or sufficiently to
resolving conflict between SOU factions or between SOUs and ANCYL.
In January · the body of an SOU commander of Neala section, KaUehong was
found shot and burnt at the Germiston mortuary . Monwabisi Mzukwa alias

Commander Boja was allegedly killed near the Thokoza Stadium. On the day
of his disappearance Boja went to Mavimbela section to retrieve an AK47
which he aUeged had been carelessly handled at a funeral in Ncala section.

The mishandling of the gun had resulted in the death of a person.
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It is not clear whether Boja ever reached Mavimbela section. When he failed

to return home, the family contacted other SDU members in Ncala section
and they organised search parties. Shortly after this two SOU members from
Mavimbela section arrived at the Boja home. The two, "Mancane" and Joseph
Thabane inquired about Boja's whereabouts. Several hours past before one of
the search parties returned and announced that Boja's body had been found
at the Germiston Mortuary. According to eyewitnesses Mancane and
Thabane immediately on hearing the news got up and started to run. They
were caught by people outside and taken to a house further down the road

where they were allegedly questioned then brutally executed. The car they
were driving was also torched.
In both the above incidents it is clear that there were witnesses who saw the
executions take place. There are others who may have inionnation about the
above events. But in both cases they are too afraid to come forward. Often the
incidents like the above are swept under the carpet by the political parties in
an effort to build "reconciliation" until the next time.
It is clear that South Africa's justice system and law enforcement agencies will

have to be completely overhauled if we are to have any chance in breaking
the conspiracy of silence and bringing perpetrators to book whether they be
members of SDUs or members of political parties. It is a great pity that LHRs
plea for a National Witness Protection Programme has been ignored by
political leadership across the spectrum. Political and civil leadership must
also bear a large degree of responsibility for the current state of affairs and
must make concerted efforts to re-establish political control over such military
structures.
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8.3 Vosloorus
Vosloorus was rocked by a brutal extra-judicial execution in late December.
Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK) member Samuel Magaula Mabuja and Thabiso

Mofokeng were gunned down.by members of the SAP in Chepape Street
Vosloorus on Monday December 27.
These two, a long with Sipho Mahlangu and a fourth person were part of an

MK investigating team which was looking into theft that had occurred at the
•

Mofokeng home earlier in the month. Thabiso Mofokeng's home had been
robbed and his mother had reported the matter to the Vosloorus Police

Station. After a week she returned to the police station and informed the
investigating officer that she had a lead on where her stolen property might
be. She was ignored and decided to approach M1< members in the area. MK
members and the local police have over a period of time developed an
excellent working relationship and have co-operated in the arrest of criminals
and perpetrators of violence. On December 27, the four using Mrs Mofokeng
's car, a blue Skyline went to the home of an alleged car thief Shimane Maake
. Maake allegedly has connections with the SAP car theft unit based in

•

Benoni. He apparently directed the four to a certain house. Before they
arrived at the house thei r vehicle was sandwiched between two cars in
Chepape Street. Both cars a white Monza and a Golf GTI belong to members
of the SAP. According to an eyewitness who watched the whole incident, the
people in the Monza and Gll immediately and without warning, opened fire .
The occupants of the blue Skyline tried to flee . The witness saw someone
lying on the ground next to the drivers side of the car. He later realised that
this was Mofokeng. He was facing upward and looked as if he was dead. The
witness saw a second person lying next to the passenger door on the drivers
side of the car. The witness clearly states that this was Mabuja and although
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injured, he was alive. The witness then claims that he heard Mabuja say
"George! Stop it" (George is a well know policeman in the township. He
used to be based in Volsoorus but now works for either the Benoni firearms
or vehicle theft unit). According to the witness Shimane Maake then kicked
Mabuja and said "Bulala Nja": (Kill the dog). As soon as Shimane said this a

policeman known as Ace approached Mabuja with what looked like an AK47
and shot him in the back of the head .
Sipho Mahlangu was also injured in the incident and is currently under
guard in the Boksburg Benoru Hospital. He was shot in the back during the
incident and has already undergone two operations to his spine. H e has been
charged with attempted murder, kidnapping and possession of unlicensed

fi rearms. He was granted bail of R 20 000. The fourth person managed to
escape.

According to the police, the four allegedly kidnapped Maake and placed him
in the boot of the car. The police were apparently alerted to this and when
they approached the car they saw that the occupants were armed with

AK47's. This version seems highly unlikely.
The Board has several photographs of the vehicle and if Shimane was in the
boot it is more than likely that he would have sustained some form of injury
as the car's boot and body were riddled with bullet holes. Furthermore, the
car has tinted windows making it virtually impossible to see into the car. The
eye witness also confirms tha t when the ca r was stopped in Chepape Street
no one got out of the boot.
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The Board is currently assisting the local MK and ANC branch with the case
and is assiting the investigating officer based at Vosloorus Police Station with

witnesses. A murder docket has been opened. In light of the above evidence
the Board calls for the immediate suspension of all the policemen involved in
the fatal shooting on December 27. The Board also demands that the
policemen be prosecuted for murder.
8.3.1 Attack on th e Ndl ovu fa mjl y
On Tuesday January 18, an eight-year old Vosloorus boy survived a brutal

•

attack by feigning death after his grandfather, uncle and younger sister were
shot dead.
Lwazi Ndlovu, a grade two pupil said he lay in the ca r and only came out
after the gunmen, who had mowed down three members of his family, had
moved off in the direction of the Vosloorus Hostel.
Lwazi, his grandfather Alexandra Ndlovu, his uncle Mpikeleni Ndlovu (18)
and younger sis ter Keneilwe (8) were on thei r way home from Natalspruit
when three armed men approached their ca r at a four·way stop. Lwazi said

•

one of the men opened the drivers door and without saying a word fired
three shots at his grandfather .
His grandfather and uncle died instantly. Keruelwe who was sitting in the
back sea t was shot in the chest and legs and died shortly afterwards.
According to Lwazi "The men then turned their gun on me. I shielded my
face with my arm I was hit on the arm and pretended to be dead . I saw the
three men run into the hostel. It was then that I realised that they were
running away because a police casspir was approaching" .
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This is the second tragedy to strike the Ndlovu family in less than two years.
In September 1992, Lwazi'z father Meshack (35) was killed when he was fired
at from a passing mini·bus taxi during a march by Vosloorus residents.
The police are still investigating.
8.3.2 Atta ck on a Voslooru s taxi
Hostels in Vosloorus have to a large extent not been implicated in the
violence which has engulfed other East Rand townships like Thokoza and
Katlehong. However, since the meeting between State President FW de Klerk
and King Zwelithini in Pretoria on Monday January 17, the Vosloorus hostels
have been involved in a number of violent incidents. On Wednesday January
19, a man and a woman were shot and burnt to death just outside the hostel.
Police said the cha rred remains of a woman aged about 25 were found near
the Nguni Hostel at about 10hOO. The half-burnt body of a man with bullet
wounds was found near the Sotho Hostel at about OSh30. Police claim tha t all
the women staying at the Nguni Hostel had fled after they were intimidated
into attending the Pretoria meeting between the King and the State President.
The hostels were again implicated in a violent incident on Friday January 21 ,
when a mini·bus taxi was fired upon leaving six people dead . The taxi was
ambushed at about 05h30 when eight armed men armed with AK47s sprayed
the vehicle with bullets.
The driver of the taxi, Oupa Simelane who survived the attack said the attack
on his taxi was sparked by his refusal to obey hostel warlords instructions to
taxi drivers that they should not ferry township residents.
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Simelane, said he was

~ansportjng

people to Boksburg along

and as he stopped at a stop sign near the

Me Botha Road

guru Hostel, he saw a taxi operator

rushing to a mini-bus parked next to the road. This mini-bus allegedly
flashed its lights and according to Simelane this was a signal to attack his

vehicle. He claims it was then that he saw eight men open fire on his vehicle.
Simelane says that according to a taxi driver who operated from the hostel,
taxis were supposed to start at Somholo rank near the hostel. Simelane
allegedly opposed this suggestion because township residents would be

•

forced to walk several kilometres to the rank which itself was not safe .
Simelane said the hostel warlords had wanted to cause violence in Vosloorus
for a long time .
Police raided the Nguni Hostel shortly after the attack and confiscated a
number of firearms and arrested at least 13 people. Police are still
investigating. However, sources within the SAP have confirmed that none of
the weapons seized at the Nguni Hostel were used in the attack on the taxi .

8.4 The Vaal

•

Three prison warders were killed and eight were injured in a hand grenade
explosion at the Vereeniging prison, in December, in what was believed to be
a planned break-out. Convicted prisoner Simon David Ngubeni who is
currently awaiting trial on several murder charges tossed a hand grenade into
a cell. He and other prisoners tried to escape after the explosion, but were
caught. According to sources in Evaton, 19 people have been arrested in
connection with this incident.
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8.4 .1 Sharpeville
The peace process that was initiated in November was deal t a severe blow in
December, when two residents were killed. For background information see
the Board's October&November report}. On December 16, three ANC Youth
League members who left Sharpe ville at the height of the crisis to join the
SADF, returned . Their arrival

w~.s

seen as a threa t by members of the Slovo

camp, who in turn armed themselves in anticipation of an a ttack.
The local ANC branch was requested by the Slovo group to convene a
meeting between them and the three SADF members. The purpose of the
meeting was to allow the three to answer allegation that they were involved
in several murders in Sharpeville and to explain why they had joined the
SADF. At this meeti ng the three denied all allegation of murder and of
arming people in sharpeville. Due to the lack of time, a follow·up meeting
was called to continue the discussions. However the three SADF members
did not attend the second meeting.
A commission of inquiry comprising of all the local structures was formed.
The task of the commission was to hear all accusations levelled at the three
and thereafter to request from the SADF a formal meeting with the three. This
commission although given the task, could not get co-operation from
residents, particularly from those affected. As a result the commission could
not carry out its mandate and eventually failed .
On January 15, Karadi Seoe was killed. He was said to be a member of the
group calling themselves "The Germans". Before the peace process in
November, Karadi shot and injured a member of the Slovo group. H owever,
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during the peace process this injured person was hospitalised and thus not

part of the process. When he \IIns released from hospital in Decemb'er he
killed Karadi.
On January 16, Pasekn Dineke, was killed. He lIsed to be the publicity
secretary of the A CYL in SharpeviJle. However when

eo, Mosiwa and

Mthudi left to join the SADF, he left Shorpeville to live in Sebokeng.
According to hi s family he left because he fen red for his life since he was a

close friend of the three .

•

Accord ing to the youth from Siavo who were accused of this murder, Paseka
was often seen in the company of members of the security branch. To them
this immediately made Paseka the enemy.

On January 30 a peace rally was held in Sharpeville. Local, regional and
National leaders of the ANC attended. This rally was a culmination of
meetings that were convened by the A C regional office.
At the rally a group of women staged a protest, claiming that issues like the
ongoing rape and harassment of women by member of the "Germans" was
not addressed .

•

At the time of writing this report a fragile peace exists. For it to be longlasting it has to be monitored and groups have to be held acco untable. In this
regard the ANC has a critical role to play.
Unfortunately though, the local ANC branch is not only riddled with internal
s trife. it la cks strong leadership which is reqttired to hold people accountable.
This poses a seriolls problem especially in light of the fact that normal
criminal acts are dealt with internally.

0

charges are laid against the

perpetrators of these acts. The only restraint on such acts seems to lie in peace
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processes, which in them selves cannot hold indi viduals accountable for their
acts.

8.5 Alexandra
There have been a number of violent inciden ts in Alexandra since the
murder of IFP leader Simon Mlambo.
At least three people were killed and several shacks burnt shortly after
Mlambo's death. The women's hostel in the area was attacked by armed men
allegedly looking for the IF? Women's Brigade leader Crace Ndebele. The
men said they wanted to kill her. The men warned the women to leave
Alexandra as they did not want people supporting the IFP in the area.
Transvaal IFP leader H umphrey Tdlovo said the police had taken the women
to the Madala hostel to protect them from further attaCks.
The IFP alleges that several of their members have been attacked in an area in
Alexandra known as Pan Africa. Hostel dwellers claim that a Zulu-speaking
man Hamilton Ngema was kidnapped on January 19 and this was metres
from the scene where Elsie Mathuja (32) was attacked on Tuesday January 18.
Mathuja claimed that a gang of school boys had beaten her and seven other
commuters at the taxi rank.
In a similar incident a women informed the Board that she was on her way to
the Alexandra clinic when a group of men and women stopped her and
accused her of going to see her boyfriend in the hostel. The woman tried to
explain that she was only in Alexandra to attend the clinic. She was grnbbed

by both arms and pulled into a yard. Her watch and purse were stolen and
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she wns badly beaten with a sjambok, sticks and fists. The group were
disturbed and she was able to rlln away. Passers-by gave the woman taxi filre
and she managed to leave the township.
Incidents of thi s nature are becoming more frequent in Alexandra and it
seems as though the carefull y n1.utured peace pact between the IFP and the
ANC in the area is und er threat urness some thing is done about the level of
political intolera nce in the area.

•

8.6 Bekkersdal
As the first month of 1994, drew to a close, the death toll in Bekkersdal
increased when three people were killed and four others injured in on-going
violence between opposing political groups in the area. One man

W<15

burnt

to death after his shack was set alight and a woman was stabbed and hacked
to death. Bekkersdal residents say that they are caught in the crossfi re of a
"bloody war" between IFP members on the one hand and Azanian Peoples
Organisation and African National Congress members on the o ther.
The opposing sid es are blaming each other for the re newed ou tbrea k of

•

violence, in which many houses and shacks have been burnt down .
Local Azapo leader Andy Rammutle's house was destroyed in an attack by a
group of unknown people. The local lnkatha leader Tiny Loliwe has denied
that members of the IFP were responsible and pointed out tha t IFP members
homes were also set alight.
The situation in Bekkersdal throughout December and January remained
tense. A peace meeting held in December resulted in an agreement between
the parties to put an end to so-called "no -go" areas. Unfortunately this
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agreement to date ha s not been upheld and no·go areas are still very much in
existence in Bekkersdal,

8.7 Soweto
The police spokesman Mnjor He."lfiette Bester sa id two policemen who were
stntioned in Soweto have been suspended from their duties after being
Jrrested for allegedly trying to sell nyo handgrenades to undercover
detectives, The two were arrested in Florida on the west Rand after a tip-off
from a member of the commuruty, When the two were arrested, two M26
handgrenades were found in their possessIOn. The Major said the two would
appear in the Roodepoort Magistmtes Court for being in possession of illegal
e xplOSives and the police were still busy With their investigations.
The African National Congress has accusea the police of murdering their
n<1tlonal chOir master Mandla Nobathana

In

Dube, Soweto. According to a

witness Nobathan" and another man were shot by members of the flying
squad. Police, however, said only one man was shot during a car theft
Investigation. Depite tlUs the A

Ie mall'l.tain

that after the shooting, members

of the flying squad went into the ffIends home and informed the family that
the two were hot for being involved in the car theft.

8.8 Tax;s
n Alexandra man Mr Sealo Hlela (32) of block 5 Alexander hostel who
confessed to the police that he was a hired Denneblom taxi-rank assassin was
found guilty in the Pretoria supreme COllet on five counts of murder, seven
counts of attempted murder, nnd possessLOn of an Ak·. 17 rifle.
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Mr H le la was sentenced to death five times and further 24 years

imprisonment. The sentence passed is the sequel to the Denneblom "taxi-rank
attack in Mamelodi West, where five people were gunned dO\vn and seven
seriously wounded on October 2 when four armed men with Ak-47 rifles and
9mm pistols fired at taxi

com~llters

at Denneblom taxi-nlnk. Two of the

attackers managed to escape in two cars, a white Cressida and a Honda
ballade.

Hl ela confessed that he and the other three othe rs were hired by a member of

•

the Letlhabile Taxi Association (LTA) to kill commuters. The other men
including Mr Peter Ngomane (27), of Mamelodi West, were acquitted in the
Pretoria North magistrate court last year because of lack of evidence. Pnssing
sentence on Hiela, Judge H . Daniels said the murders of five innocent people
were brutal and senseless
In anothe r ma tter relati ng to taxis, a mnn wanted by the police in connec tion
with several "drive-by" shooting incidents in the PWV nrea in the Northern
Transvaal, Mr Masenya Samuel Serite staged a dramatic escape from a police
dragnet which netted two of his alleged accomplices in Pietersburg on
Christmas Ony. Police recovered two Ak-47 rifles and magazines. The alleged

•

hit man, whom the police say is working for corrupt taxi bosses who are
behind shooting incidents at taxi ranks and on the roads, escaped during a
shoot out near Seshego. Serite is wnnted in connection with shooting
incidents in Johannesburg, Thembisa, Pretoria, Alexandra, Tzaneen,
Pietersburg and Thokoza.
In a racial taxi attack in Odendaalsrus in the Free State, one person was killed
and the other injured when two white men tailed a packed mini-bus taxi for
several kilometres and opened fire on passengers. These two white men in a
grey Volkswagen Jetta had followed the bus from the taxi rank in
Odendaalsrus nt about 5.30pm. The t.:n..i carrying 13 bbck passengers was
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heading for Allenridge when these men in the Jetta suddenly overtook the
mini-bus and opened fire .
The police are still investigating the incident.

9. Eastern Cape
9. 1 Ciskei
Ciskei's homeland ru ler Brigadier Oupa Gqozo announced early in January
that Ciskei will join the Transitional Executive Council and will participate in
the forthcoming elections. This decision flies in the face of the position

.

adopted by Gqozo's allies in the Freedom Alliance, who have refused to take
part in the TEe. Ciskei has also sent 250 soldiers to the Nationa l Peacekeeping
Force. It would seem as if Ciskei's surprise announcement was largely due to
pressure from soldiers who were worried abou t their jobs.
However, a government spokesman has confi rmed that Ciskei's decision to
join the TEC and participate in elections did not signal a split within the
Freedom Alliance.
The Bisho Supreme Court thi s month overturned a special decree passed in
1993 to indemnify soldiers and police involved in the Bisho massacre on the
grounds that it conflicted with fundamental rights and was unconstitutional.
This means that Ciskei soldiers and ANC leader Ronnie Kasrils once again
face the possibility of being cha rged for the Bisho massacre. H owever Ciskei
Attorney-General Willem Jurgens said that he had decided to postpone any
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decision on

\'J

hether to prosecute Kasrils and 69 Ciskei soldiers until Ciskei

was fe-incorporated into South Africa after the April election.

The fjisho supreme court acquitted Brigadier Oupa Gqozo on charges of
murdering Charles Sebe.
The defence closed its case without calling any witnesses.
This judgement has drawn severe criticism from both the ANC and a lawyers
association. Both described the trial as being flawed with weak prosecution.

•

The ANC raised questions about the independence of the Ciskei judiciary and
added that the trial had been a "smokes screen".

1

o. Bophuthatswana

Three African National Congress members and ;:tn employee of Lawyers for
Human Rights, were arrested by the Bophuthatswana police in a pre-dawn
raid in early January. The four, ANC's Mafikeng chairman Temba Gwabeni,
secreta ry Ephraim Motoko, Youth League publicity secretary Diale Kgantsi
and LHR's Joyce Tshweu were detained under sec ti on 29 of
Bophuthatswana's Internal Security Act.
•

These arrests have fuelled concerns about the extent of free political activity
in the region.

The ANC and the PAC have slammed alleged threats by the Bophuthatswana
government to deport citizens applying for South African identity
documents.
According to the department of Home Affairs, TBVC citizens will be able to
use their homeland identity documents to vote in the April elections.
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TBVC citizens who do not have ID documents would have to apply for South
African documents in South Africa because the homelands were still
independent.
On January lst, the Bophuthatswana police used teargas and rubber bulle ts
to disperse a crowd of about 2 000 people who ga thered at Themba Beach to
celebrate the re-issuing of SA JD's. This threat of deportation has been
referred to the Transitional Executive Council.
The assaults on detainees by the Bophuthatswana police remains a cause for
concern. A young man lost a testicle and a mentally deranged man died after
they were assaulted by the Bophuthatswana police.
Godfrey Sojane, who lost his testicle after an assault cannot sue his alleged
assai lants because of the Indemnity Act which indemnifies the homeland's
police from any legal action.
According to Sojane, the Bop police disrupted an ANC meeting in November
last year. They then started beating up those who attended the gathering.
Sojane alleged that he was arrested and kicked in his private parts until he
became unconscious. He was then taken to the GaRangkuwa hospital where
his right testicle was removed.
In another incident Krigane Moeng who is mentally deranged was allegedly
beaten to death afte r he walked in front of an oncoming police vehicle.
According to Moeng's nephew, who wishes to remained anonymous for fear
of reprisals, when the policemen alighted from the vehicle Moeng could not
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give them a satisfactory answer as to why he had walked in front of the
vehicle, so they beat him to death.

Bop police spokesperson Colonel Dave George confirmed that a murder
docket has been opened following Moengs death. However, no "rrests have
been made because no eyewitnesses cou ld be located and the suspects have

not been identified. Colonel George co uld not however confirm Sojane's
allegations but said that he would investigate the matter.
During January Lawyers for Human Rights (LHR) presented a memorandum
on the pre-elections crisis in Bophuthatswana to the TEe and the Independent
Electoral Commision (lEe). The memorandum included a number of
examples of persons dismissed or deported from the homeland for their

political beliefs. This included Dr Thabo Rangaka, the only qualified
psychiatrist at Bophelong Hospi tal (In fact at the time of his dismissal, he
was the only Tswana speaking psychiatrist in the country). The hospital to
date has not replaced him. The memorandum also listed harassment of
political opponents which included assault and detention without trial. In
August 1993, ANC executive members were detained for planning a march to
the South African embassy. They were released after several days and no
charges were brought against them. In September 1993, Letsile Daniel, a
fourteen old student at Bodiba was sho t and killed by the police. The
authorities announced that two policemen were to be charged. To date there
has been no prosecution.

LHR have called for:
•

The immediate disarmament of the Bophuthatswana Securi ty Forces who
have proved themselves hostile to the holding of free and fair elections.

•

The deployment of the National Peace Keeping Force as soon as possible.
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•

The TEe to authorise the South African Government to take over the
administration of Bophuthatswa na .

•

The lEe to prosecute President Lucas Mangope, other public officials and
members of the security forces before an electoral tribunal for breaches of
the Electoral Code of Conduct.

•

The TEe approa ch the Department of Home Affairs to ensure that mobile
units move in to Bophuthatswana to proceed w ith the iss uing of South
African identity documents.

The full report is available from LHR.

11 . CONCLUSION
With the April elections no more than three months away, the spectre of
increased violence looms, pa rticularly within areas of Natal and the
Transvaal. The Freedom Alliance's boycott of the electi on has increased the
prospect of civil strife . The Right wing is already mobilising for civil war and
fFP leader Mangosuthu Buthelezi has publically stated that he cannot

discoun t the prospect of bloodshed .
Acts of sabotage are expected to escalate and the possibility of raciall y
motivated attacks cannot be ruled out.
Most political analysts believe that the polling booths on the day of election
will be islands of calm in rough seas. Now that the political lines have been
drawn as to which parties will participate in the forthcoming election, many
believe that we are presently experiencing the calm before the storm.
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